


Letter to the Past 
An Autobiography 
by George Woodcock 
Cnnz~da’s premier man of Ictters, George Wood- 
cock, looks hack on his carlv wars. Born in 
Cam&, but edu~ured in England, as a young 
man hc hccame involved in London’s literary and 
politi~.nl wcne. Here he recalls the activities and 
aquaint;inws of his radical Jaw. $21.95 

After the War 
by Jean Bruce 
Illustrated with over 100 phorns, hew arc 
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the stories of the people who ~.amc’ to 
Canada after World War 11. War lx&~, 
refugees, people looking for a fresh start, 
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varied as their backgrounds. $19.95 
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Contemporary Canadian 
f&h~;‘,‘,‘“,‘,‘,,,,,i, 

& Ruth Cawker 
The first in-Jqxh Io~~k at modern 
Cnnxlian arl.hitecturc. this picture- 
packed volume looks ilt the main- 
stream and hc~~~rid. ar the \xictv of 
nltcrnntivc movements <If recent 

wars. $25.00 

War in the Fal 
by The London Times Insight Team 
With reporters on the qx>t in 
London, Buenos Aires, New York 
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and aboard ship in the South Atlnn- 
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tic, the London Timrs Insight Te:lm 
has compiled the definitive hwk on 
the Falklands crisis. Illustrated with 
photographs. $19.95 
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UPON hz~ RETURN from New York 1 
received a phone call from the president 
of the Association of French Speaking 
Authors (ADELF), Invitbu me to 
appear on the panel of the Prix de 
1’Eumpe, a brand new prize awarded to 
a work of Uteraly or historic merit writ- 
ten in French by a” author whose 
mother tongue was not that of Jean- 
Jacques Rr~usse.au. and whose wuntry 
of origin was oulside the francophone 
community. Another panel munba, 1 
learned, would be Eug&ne lonesco. 

There were 19 books entered in the 
contest, ranging from fiction to essays 
history, and a multilingual anthology of 
poeiry spanning three millennia. Among 
the tides were >%no@s qfan Astromwt; 
Al Brow. a biography of the famous 
Panamanian boxer by Ihe Spanish writer 
Eduardo Armyo; The Lilacs Bloom in 
IVkww, a saga encompassing three 
generations of Poles from Ihe Second 
World War Lo the birth of Solidarnosc in 
1960, by Canadian writer Alice 
Parizeau: The Linguktic Policies in the 
Camemom Under German, British, and 
Fraxh ColorrialRule; Feminirm and the 
School of S&t-Simon: and The Dutch 
on the Coast of Guinea. There was also 
a philosophiesl essay by Kenneth white. 
a novel by Jorge Semprun. (the screen- 
vtiter of 2, The Co@ssion, and olher 
v:orks fibned by Costa-Ciavras). and two 
heart-gripping war accounts taking place 
in Hungary. There were also several col- 
lectlons of short stories. 

The deliberation was to take place at 
Le Procope, Paris’s oldest literary 
reptaura”L. situated in the me de I’An- 
cienne Co&die near the Place de 
Pod&m, in the Lath Quarter. 1 knew 
that the Prim Goncoun had been decided 
within its walls. for it is no secret thal 
France’s major fiction award is prear- 
ranged and that the contest is sponsored 
by three Parisian publishers - in&- 
ably the same - so Lhat one would 
ass”me it is a publisher’s contest rather 
than an author%. Robert CornwIn, 
president of ADBLF, had assured me 
that the balloting for our prize would be 
secret. and that 1 wouldn’t be submitted 
to pressures of any kind. 

1 arrived at Le Pmcope half an hour 

early. “You axe the first of the party.” 
said the tightly clad waiter, leading me 
through a successIon of low-ceilinged 
rooms whose walls were hung with 
yeUowed photographs and posters of the 
Belle Epoque. The tables were set, but as 
yet unoccupied. 1 was left in an oblong, 
pastel-c&wed mom on the tirsl floor. 
which looked out on a small, cobbled 
yard with a slate-roofed house and a 
planetree, the scenery of a Norman 
hamlet. 

Shortly after noon 1 decided to have 
another look at the prrmises. In a comer 
1 found a framed engraving of the 
original building, with a legend in Old 
&en& Le Pmcope had bee” opened by 
a young Sicilian from Palermo named 
Franceseo Pmcopio dei Coltelli, in 11%. 

.He specialized in a new, tropical 
beverage called coffee, and also served 
cwsattas and other h-e creams for which 
his homeland was so famous. From his 

known, could watch pGple play rhejeu 
de ~awtte (tennis) or the jeu de bouti 
(bowling). In 1689 the Corn&die 
Fra”+e earna to replace the tennis 
grounds, bringing with it a new and 
more affluent client&le. and Procope’s 
cafe soon became Paris’s observatory of 
intellectual life. Over a hot chocolate or 
a glass of punch, such luminaties as 
Didemt, Voltaire, Rousseau. Robes 
Pierre, Danton, and Marat took part I” 
heated debates. Benjamin Franklin, 
much later. was also one of its faithful 
patrons. 

During the 19th century cafes 
mushroomed all over the city, and the 
Corn&lie Franwise moved to the Right 
Bank not far fmm the Louvre and the 
Palals Royal. As a conseq”e”ce the 
literary aura of the Pmcope faded, and 
its successive cwners transformed the 
capital’s most prestigious rendezvous 
into a cheap eatery. To the delight of 
many Parisians, however, Le Pmcope 
was refurbished and the cafd has regain- 
ed some of its old charm. Literary and 
less prosaic intrigues once more fill its 
pastel-hued romns on all three levels. 

Aa 1 stopd contemplating the plaque,- 
Bug&e lonesco entered the mom. For 
some ream” 1 had expected hbn to be 
potbellied, but he was’s’ diminutive, 
gre.y-haired ma”, nearty clad and with a 
twinkling eye. He immediately ordered a 

gin-and-tonic and offered one to me. 
:“A” orange juice, please,” 1 said. “I 

might otherwise go to sleep during the 
luncheon, Instead of deliberaling.” 

“That would be v&y wire.” he siid 
dryly. “Tell me,” he went on, almost 
mtidentially, “what’s this new prize 
about? 1 attend so many panels. . . . And 
beween one landing in Los Angeles and 
another in Tokyo. 1 refuse to open a 
book. I’ve only read a few of these - 
how many books are there?” 

We were sitting, fling each other. 
While he sipped his drink hi eyelids 
dmoped; 1 noticed how Oriental the slits 
made him appear. With his eyes still 
closed he Ufted his empty glass and said 
in a monotone: “They cmne up with so 
many new prizes nowadays. How about 
another gin-and-tonic?” 

1 beckoned the waiter. 
“Prix de I’Europe, PrIxde I’Europe,” 

said lonesco. “What does Europe have 
to do with it? It should be calIed Prix du 
Cosmos.” 

Upon which the president of ADELF 
appeared, accompanied by three panel 
members. lonesm rose and etched a 
smile as the president made the intmdue- 
tions. Ten minutes Iatw, with the arcep- 
tion of one Yves de Daruvar of 
Hungary, who couldn’t be present and 
had cast a vote by correspondence. the 
panel was complele. 

The luncheon opened in a friendly, 
intimate atmosphere.. Composing the 
jury were Attilio Gaudio, a” Italian 
journalist who knew Africa welI and was 
a member of the Paris Institute of 
Anthropology; Jan Vladislav, a C& 
writer-translator of the 77 Group, 
recently e.xUod; H#ne Ahrweiler, a 
vivacious. handsome Greek woman who 
is a professor at the Sorbonne; Maurice 
Zinoviev, a tall White Russian atwhed 
to the Service of the Prime Minister; and 
our dean, Jean Bmekowski, a kindly 
Polish intelkcrual whose legs were pa& 
paralyzed. Among the French members 
were Robert Comevln, our president; 
Jean Desmeures, a representative of the 
Ministry of Educadon and &operation; 
and, of course, lonesco, a” institution 
unto himself. The” there was me, now 
feeling somewhat more relaxed. 

The prqrident took upon hbmelf the 
bulk of the responsibilities. Initiator of 
the prizes, he was tbe panel moderator 



and had also orgenIzed the lunch.%“, 
selecting the mena personally - a” in- 
defat&able servant of the Arts in every 
sense. After the main cetuse he invited 
each of us to voice our impressions of 
the competing works. 

Ionesco diin’t beat about the bush: 
his favourite book, he said. was a novd 
recounting the experiences of a young 
LtN diplomat. “As I told you before, 
bewectt Los Angeles and the Caribbean 
I vhile av:ay the time observing the fir- 
mament and trying te catch a snooze. 
I’m afraid some of these people had to 
be sacriticed.” 

I was asked to give Ionesco a pricis of 
the books he hadn’t read. When I “ten- 
tioned the namer of two fanmus authors 
he leapt up, called one a “perfect intbb 
tile” and accused the other of being a 
TV dandy whose major pastime was te 
stand in the limelight. “Bas~a,” he 
sheeted, “they’ve had enough publicity, 
especially the dandy.” 

“He may be a dandy, m&e,” said 
the Greek professor. “but he does cent- 
binc brains and good looks. Personally I 
find him terribly attractive.” 

“But where on each is my wife?” 
replied lonesco. 

“She’s expecting yea, m&e,” I said. 
“After the deliberstiogs.” 

Ionesco got up and denmnded a 
telephone. The waiter indicated one to 
him. The playwright picked up the 
reccirer. left it off its hook. and return- 
ed te his seat. ” P-oild!” he e?celaimed. 

We proceeded with the balloting. The 
president passed around the lists and 
told tts to choose at least five works, 
rating them in order of ptiference. 

“I von’t mark the others,” Ionesw 
dLylared. “I’ve already made my deci- 
sion.” 

“It would be preferable, m&e,” the . 
president said, “if only to select the 
runners-up. But of catuse. you do as 
you wish.” 

The folded lists travelled back to the 
president, who passed them to the Greek 
professor for the disdosure of the 
results. Tfte Lilacs Bloom in Wunnw got 
four first ratings and three seconds, win- 
ning by a large majority. I beamed, for 
that had been nty initial choice. Jorge 
Sempntn’s L’Algambie and Jacques 
Roth’s novel, Yowl, were tied for se- 
cond place. A discussion ensued. 

“Where m we?” asked Iottexo. 
taming te the Greek lady. 

“Perhaps in Los Angeles, m&e,” 
she said evenly. 

“SVanp~ he retorted, “there’s a 
smell of Paris amtmd herr” 

The president gave us some bio- 
graphical information concerning Alice 
Parizeau, who had bee” born in Poland 
and who now lives in Quebec. Her 
maiden aante was Poznanska. 

*‘she was born in Ireland,” Ionesco 
stated. 

The president looked at him Ghast 
for a fraction of a second. “In Cracow, 
mc7am; he mrrected. 

“Not only is she partIy Irish,” pari 
sued the playwright “but she’s loaded 
and owns property in Spain.” 

We encountered some problems 
deciding on the second prize. Since both 
Semptttn’s novel and Yowlhad received 
the same number of votes, the question 
emse as to whether we should even con- 
sider a writer who had already garnered 
several international awards. We finally 
reached a comprondse, nominating both 
books for the second place. Quality, we 
felt, ought to prevail, wherever it came 
from. 

“Bvan in the absurd,” said Ionesm, 
%rwtwe is essential. N&v, won’t 
saneone tell me where my wife is?” 

We had raspberries for dessert and 
cmwned the luncheon with Cointreau. 

- ALaaRT RUSSO 

WOIddWOI-kS 

ma quwrtoN op language itself, its 
power, its fragility, its “mothertongue” 
&&iig of ai &zntial. dnntiiated 
the first annual conference of the 
Manitoba Writers’ GuiId, hdd recently 
in Winnipeg. The conference - called 
“Words/Works: The Gift of Writ%g” 
- r&ted the ttsuaI comntund bitching 
about grants and markets. “We’re im- 
portant,” Calgary playwright Sharon 
PoUock told the writers who had 
assembled in the auditorium of the 
Manitoba Museum of Man and Nature, 
and her energy of concentration, her un- 

t&&day gash&: “We are vision- 
aries,” she said, “and vision is the 
power of seeing into life and making 
something of what is see”. The danger 
lies in false gods, ntanuno”, eqttivo- 
cation, geniality, dubbiness. eonfortnity 
. . . all of which c~nve.tt service to ser- 
vility. . . . A truly living literature is at 
one with& public welfare without be 
ing at the public disposal.” 

One of the guests nmst likdy to agree 
was Manitoba’s culture minister and a’ 
fanner electrician, Eugene Kostyra. In a 
city where hiih culture has long carried 
the day (the word “royal” is more excit- 
ing than “ballet” to a considerable part 
of the Royal Winnipeg Ballat’s audi- 
ence), the \vorking attists are finally 
talking optimism and co-operation. 

~PJeu from YUWRIIW 

CHILDREN’S BOOKS 
AS WORKS OF ART 

by Lindaa Climo 

One of the most beautiful 
books ever published about 
Prince Edward Island. The 
story of a barn on a winter’s 
afternoon told in 24 full color 
paintings and a text that is a 
tribute to the animals and the 
farmer who cares for them. 
Created by an exciting new 
srtist. 12.95 

by Tad Harrison 

The Yukon’s most famous 
painter again creates a distin- 
guished work to delight all 
children as it recreates daily 
life in the far north. With 26 of 
the brilliant paintings for 
which Harrison is known 
around the wor!d.Tha alphaba 
is presented as a puzzle and 
each painting is a story. 
10.95 
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Kostyra bids fair to become a model of 
the ideal cultureministeri” this country, 
with his populist impulse to skip the 
foldeml and go to where the action is: 
witus wlting, painters painting, actors 
acting, dancers dandy. For Kostyra, 
everyone is audience, the artists should 
be set free to work, artists and audience 
should join together in celebration. 

After the welcoming talks. Joy 
llogara spoke of literature and roots 
and. like Pollock, she conveyed a sense 
of artistic integrity that is without 
qualification. Hardly visible behind the 
tall podium, she hushed her audience 
into silence v:lth her sense of the value of 
all human esperience, painful and plea- 
sant alike, her ability to forgive in the 
face of the world’s (and particularly 
Canada’s) plentiful gift of pain. 

It was the poets, Ed Dyck of Saska- 
too” and Daphne Marlatt of Vancouver 
(currently writer-in-residence at the 
University of Manitoba), who gave most 
passionate expression to the 
conference’s concern with language. 
Marlatt insisted that, “like the mother’s 
body, language is larger than us and car- 
ries us along with it. If we are poets we 
spend our lives discovering not what we 
have to say but what the language says 
through us.” Or again: “Wtitiqg is 
Listening to the language talk to itself.” 
Dyck. poet and editor of Grain, spoke 
of “the desperate desire of language to 
refer.” He confessed to the self- 

Madatt’s sense of the 
embracl”gness of language. 

all- 

The celebration pan of the conference 
began early. I went with Dyck, Marlatt, 
John Marshal& editor of Island, and 
LUC Julra of the Canada Council on a 
long and circuitous walk towaia lunch. 
My abiding sense of misdirection took 
us past Old Market Square, past the ar- 
tists’ studios in the warehouse district of 
Old Wbtnipep. to the Royal Albert 
Arms. Against a background of jaa, 
against the poets themselves, I tried to 
speak masonably and calmly in defense 
of story. We had already heard novelist 
Carol Shields and Geoff Hancock. 
editor of Canadian Ficdon M~~gazk~e, 
eloquently making the case for fiction. I. 
tried to reiterate. “Meaning.” I was told 
by Maxshall v/bile he signalled for 
another litre of wine. “is sensual.” 

Later. while Ed Carson, associate 
publisher of General Publishing, was 
talking of the journey from manuscript 
to book and book store, a gso”p of 
writers met over Chinese food in Sandra 
Biisell’s living room. Designating 
themselves the Western Council of the 
Writers’ Guilds of Saskatchewan, 
Alberta. Manitoba, and the Federation 
of B.C. Writers, they tried to find more 
to me 0” fha” their spIe”dii name. 

David Watmough of B.C. was all for 
some Canada-Council-bashing, mostly 
on the-grounds of the Council’s failure 
to fund readinas for “on-fiction writers. 
Ted Blodgett of Alberta and the Saskat- 
chewan conthwnt led by novelist Byma 
Barclay v(ere more in&ed to set udstill 
another Prairie c+op&ative. something 
like the Wheat Pool or the CCF. 
“Meanillg,” I explained lo the assembl- 
ed titers, opening another bottle of 
Birdsell’s white wine. “is sensual.” 

It was hardly more than a year ago 
that a couple of dozen writers met 
around and under a tent in Victor Bnns’s 
farmyard, just outsIde the village of- 
Aublgny on the Red River. and dtided 
to form a guild. Since then I50 wrltets 
have joined, poet Patrick Friesen has 
emerged as ari astute president who 
dares to take on Winnipeg’s august Free 
Press, with its iron detemdnation to 
review the memoirs ‘of every Second- 
World-War general who ever &ts pm to 

anh Andrls Taskans i&e worked from 
their living room to organize the guild 
and to publish their ManiIoba W’riIem 
News, projects committee shahperson 
Shirley Kitchen has involved the whole 
province in her bibliophily, and 

organizer Smaro Kamboureli has 

. . _---_ -.-.-L___ __-_ 

envy of every one of the associated 
organizations of the Western Council of 
the Writers’ Guilds of. . . of 
. . . of.... 

Such accompliiments called for a 
bang-up party. On the first night of the 
conference the audience saw the 
Manitoba premi&re of tbe National Fib” 
Board production, Jack Hodgins’ 
Island. On Saturday night the celebra- 
tion was decidedly Prairiestyle. Some 
thing only leas tha”.a mob gathered in 
artist Bill Lobchuk’s loft o” Frances 
Street; The food was strictly Mcnnonlte, 
with farmer’s sausage, dill picklea. 
scbnetki, mllkuchen. and plumi mqos in 
harvest abundance. The very “on- 
Mennonite booa was paid for by dona- 
tion, and many a hearty westerner exer- 
cised his or her free-enterprised right to 
drink free/y, giving complex interpret% 
tlon, when -saw, to that word: 

_CBC pundit Robert Enright, ova his 
third nightcap. a handful of schnetki 
(Mennonite bannock?). and an armful 
of Turnstone poetry books, pronoun* 
ed: “The paranoia is over. The hiding is 
over. This city is for writing in.” 

- ROBERT KRO- 

ENGWSH, OUR INGLISH 

Hay can students be made ‘computer-literate’ 
by a system that for the past 30 years 

has been unable to make them ‘English-literate’? 

By,BOB ~LACKBURN 

ONE OF THHE interesting coincidences of 
this aae is that the conmuter ex”losion 
burst upon us at a time when thequality 
of aeneml literacy was eoina downhill at 
irate Steve Pod6orskiivouid envy. You 
can win a lot of free drinks these days by 
betting that you can find, in one page of 
a newspaper or in five minutes of a 
newscast. a” error in syntax or diction 
- not a trivial error. but one that forces 
the reader or listener to pause and ask 
himself if the writer actually meant what 
he wrote or was trying to say something 
quite different. 

When eve” experienced and well-paid 
pmfessional communicators have dif- 
ficulty saying what they mean, what 
hope is there of people in general com- 
municating at a level above &unts and 
shrugs? 

And here we are in the computer age. 

We are being told more and more often 
that survival in tlie work place will soon 
depend on one’s having SOM ability to 
communicate with computers. If you 
talk tdcely to a wmputer, .it wlIl do 
anythins within its rather staggering 
power to oblige you But the one exprea- 
sion it always turns a deaf ear to ls the 
standard cop-O”t of thCcar&ss or inept 
communicator: “Oh, well, you know 
what I meant.” 

The computer’s response to that is, in 
effect: “NC.. I don’t know what you 
meant, and, fiuthennom, I’m not going 
to pay a damn’ bit of attention to you 
until you do say what you mean.” That 
may seem a harsh response, and_ if we 
started talkl”g that way to our friends 
and relations, we’d probably become a 
race of hermits, but. by God, it works. 
You might try it out on the n&t sales- 



mm or political candidate that comes to 
your door. 

blow, this subject is of considerable 
immediate interest to me, because I am 
witing this column on a spanking new 
computer that I acquired only a week 
ago. This is the tirst actual writing I’ve 
done with it. It took me that week to 
learn how to speak to it with suffclent 
precision to enlist its full cooperation in 
vhat I am trying to do. When I speak to 
it in r woolly way. it says “muat” and 
prints a code describing the type of 
error. \Vell, the code I’ve been seeing 
most often is SN, which stands for syn- 
ra\; and I’m sure you ca” imagine how 

about Ian-&age with a machine that 
keeps telling you your syntax is lousy. It 
ir. of course, speaking of the syntax of 
its own kmguage, not mine, but I can’t 
help wishing it were equally sharp in 
spotting blunders in English syntax. 

Anyway. it quickly and forcefully 
teaches one the futility of addressing it 
in imprecise terms, and it would be quite 
wonderful if it mold teach English a 
effectively as it teaches BASIC or COBOL 
or whatever. It is hiihly unlikely that the 
next generation of graduates of our 
school system is going to be able to 
speak English precisely. since the 

iion of schoolte&her-that w& not 
taught to speak English precisely. So it 
goes. Hov:. the”, if these kids cannot 
communicate with the rest of the world, 
will they talk to computers? 

The apparent answer pops up pram- 
tically every day in newspaper and 
magazine features and on TV shows. 
I’ve just watched a documentary that 
says that grade school children of today 
are becoming “computer-literate,” and 
rhat I worn to know is how they can be 
made L‘computer-llterate” by a system 
that for the past 30 or so years has bee” 
unable to make most of its pupils 
“English-literate.” One reason, I 
imaghw (although this is not meant to let 
bad teachers off thchook), is that the 
children are not hampered in the learn- 
ing of computer talk. the way they ax in 
learning English, by the corrupting 
influence of irresponsible and ignorant 
mass-media witers and broadcasters 
rho are either unwilling or unable to use 
the language well. 

There’s a municipal elsction impen- 
ding here BS I write this, and I was just 
now celled to the door to receive a pan- 
phlrt from the school trustee seeking re- 
election. It contained very little text, so 
it only tool: me a few seconds to spot 
three errors. One was merely a dropped 
apostrophe. But another was a dangling 
modifier that left it up to me to figure 
out whether she was saying that the 
school board should be properly msneg- 

ed or that the szhool facilities should be 
properly managed. I.&ink she meant the 
latter. but she add the former. The third 
slip was a plural pronoun with no visible 
antecedent, leaving me wondering who 
“thev were. 

That one bore some looking into. The 
phrase was: I’. . . providing every sto- 
dent with the opportunity to receive a 
sound basic education and the skills 
necessary for them to cope competently 
in a changing world.” Let’s be charit- 
able and assume that thls WBS not an ig- 
norant error, but rather the clumsy 
result of a well-meant effort to avoid 
offendlng either sex by using either the 
cmxct pronoun him or the inaccurate 
alternative. her, or the awkward him or 
her. This ugly abuse of the plural pm- 
noun with the singular antwedent has 
become epidemic in the last IO years or 
so, and particularly since 157.5. The 
reasons for it are admirable, but the fact 
is that it ls not necessary to write badly 
to avoid giving offence. There ls always 
a way to get around the problem, and in 
this case all the candidate had to do was 

write “all students” ilwtead of “every 
student.” 

Another school trustee seeking re- 
election tendered a pamphlet that pro- 
claims his sopport for “a School Board 
that is above petty party politics rhut will 
serve educational rather than political 
needs.” Had he but put an and in the 
place of that Ihut, it would not have 
seemed quite as ludlcmus when, four 
linea down, he wrote that he supported 
“establishing realistic prlorlties and the” 
getting down to business, such as 
development of 6”gllsh language skills 
. . . . ” I would expect someone who 
wants my vote for the oftice of school 
trustee, and who boasts of a “strong 
commitment to basic education.” to 
know enough and care enough to avoid 
such lapses. Those who aspire to that 
particular offlce,.it seems to me, should 
be rather more &eful about language 
than are candidates for positions that 
have little to do with edutition, 
sltbough it would be wouragirig if all 
candidates were able to deacrlbe their 
olatfonns in dear Enalish. 0 

THE GHOST OF PIRATE WALK 
Jenv Williams R/l 
For -hges 8 to 9. 

KIRSTINE AND THE VILLAINS 
Elfreida Read 
Forages 10 to 12. 

l.sf?d Macmillan of Canada 
(A Divfsion of Cage Publishing Limited) 
Suite 585.146 Front Street West 
Toronto. Canada M5J 1G5 
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QXLlRINS BOOKS 
1 

The season’s children’s titles in 
review, from a Grimm tale retold to the 

politics of urban renewal 

By MR Y AINSIJE SMITH 

TV QVANI~Y IS any criterion, this has bee.” a bumper year for 
Canadian children’s books. The season’s selection offers a 
wide range of titles, from fan&r authors - Robert Munsch, 
Eric Wilson. Gordon Kommn, and Monica Hughes, among 
others - to some promising works by writers and illustrators 
new to children’s literature. As for quality, in the list&s 
bslon (arranged roughly in order by age group, from youngest 
to oldest) our children’sbook columnist. Mary Ainslie Smith, 
surveys the season’s beor: 

Red 1s Ilest, by Kathy Sthtson, illustrated by Robin B&d 
Lewis, Annick, 32 pages, 
$10.95 cloth, S4.95 paper. As 
the little girl in thii story builds 
her argument for the colour 
red - red stockings ca” jump 
higher, red mittens’make better 
s”&baUs, red pyjamas keep 
away monsters - adults can 
merely bow to the irrefutability 
of her logic. This is a geat deal 
of fun to read with me- 
schoolers. 

Th- Little BOY Who Cried ., 
hlims?lF to Sea; witten a”d 
illustrated by Eogenie Fer- 
nmder, Kids Can Pnz.s, 32 
pws, 8.95 paper. I” this 
story, the little boy’s tears of 
rebellion at the idea of a nap 
flood his bedroom aad carry 
him out the wi”dow. down the 
river to the sea, where he has 
adventures that are reminiswnt 
in a gentle ray of Mawice Sen- 
dak’s 17I1er.e t/z Fyild i-inns 
Are. This story, llke Se”daICs, : 
ends cith a return to the security of hone.. 

Rutbt~‘~ Big Tree, writte” and illustrated by Shirley Day, 
Amdcl:, 32 pages, $12.95 cloth, $5.95 paper. When Ruthii’s 
mean neighboor decides to cut down her favoorite tree, a 
v:onderfid old willow on Ids vacaot lot, Ruthii and her friends 
orga&e a children’s pmtest. They are able to fend off the “ten 
Gth the chain saws until their tree’is saved. 

Mumml. Marmel, Murmel, by Robert Munsch, illustrated 
by Michael Martchenko, Annick. 32 pager, $12.95 cloth, 55.95 
paper. Fiwyear4d Robin discovers a baby complete with 
diapers and soother in a hole in her sandbox. Robin searchas 
for someone who needs a baby and the baby says, “Murmel. 
murmel, munnel.” What else do contented babii say? 

Wbol’s the WordP Chercha le mot and Let’s Bat!/Allom 
manger! by Lesley Fairfield, Kids Can Press, each 32 pages, 
53.95 paper. These are biingual picture books to help children 

identify cotmuon words in their second language. But educa- 
tional purposes aside, the deli&fid disorder inhabited by the 
children in Fairfield’s illustrations make these books worth 
getting just for the fun in them. 

The Story OF Phlllp, by Elizabeth Koohi, illustrated by 
Helga Miller, Queenston House, 24 pages, $10.95 cloth, S6.95 
paper. Philip is mentally handicapped, and this story tgches 
on his frustrations as his friends and siblings grow and change 
faster than he can. Bat mainly the story emphasizes positive 
things - what Philip can learn, what he cao do and how his 

family. appreciates his 
gentleness and ability to love. 

The Big Bang: The Creation 
of tbe Universe, by Lydia 
Bailey, illustrated by Nande 
Walker, Annick. 32 pages, 
$12.95 cloth, $6.95 paper. 
With a clear text sod mlourful. 
dramatic illustrations this 
book, intended for children 
From six to .lO, explains, the 
begbmiogs of the universe, the 
Milky Way, oar solar system, 
and our plana up to the point 
where lie was about to appear. 

Rosaly” Rabbit, by Elizabeth 
Cm&r, illustrated by William 
C. Tobia, Nimbus, 48 paw, 
$4.95 paper. In three separate 
adventures, Rosalyn, a rabbit 
from the forest, heneSts from 
her friendship with a little girl 
from the city. with plenty of 
illutmtions and a Fnaolled 
vocabulary, this book “mkos 

.-J plea!wt reading for be.gi”aers. 
A Northern Alphabet, by Ted Harrison, Tundra. 52 pages, 

59.95 cloth. Alphabet books with Canadian content are becom- 
iog almost monotonously mmmon, but this one has a special 
twist. It i5 specifically for chikken living north of the 60th 
paraIM and the 24 iUwt”%io”s by artist Ted Harrison all depict 
asptis of northem life. However, their vivid colours and detail 
will make these pictures attractive to children everywhere. Bach 
picture is slso a pwle. For each letter of the alphabet, the teat 
name8 some of the objects be.&ning with that letter in the 80 
eompaoybg illustration, but .Lhe rrader most the” search For 
other objects. For example., in the eotry for M, the text reads. 
“Mary m”s by a moose munchbg in the moskeg.” Observant 
chikbut will also see a moon, a mountain, a magpie, mittens, 
and muklub in the picture. The entry For 2, always a test of a” 
alphabet booL: “lo zero weather Zach makes a zigzag path to 
the zinc mine.” Not bad. 
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MC 123: The Omadiao Alphsbel and Counting Book, by 
Vlosta van Rampen, Hunig, 48 pages, $5.95 cloth. As readers 
wrl: their wy through this alphabet book, they axe presented 
rrith the story of various animal0 holding a party to celebrate 
Cmnda For example: “A is for tbe amazing albatross belane- 
ing the apple on his head in the antlers of the alphabet animal, 
who is asking all of the animals to a very special party.” This is 
too gimmicky to work, although Van Kampen’s illutratio~ 
ae. as alraw. striking and imaginative. Her entry for 2. a pi& 
I& of slee& aim& tired out fmm their party; “Z is ior-the 
z-Z&z-Z-z?z-z-zz-Z.5.” 

I’m QnIy Afraid of Ihe Dark (at Night!) by Patti Stren, Pi& 
henry 6 Whiteside, 38 pages. 512.95 cloth. Harold Tribune, an 
ov:l who lives lo the Arctic Circle, is afraid of the dark. Nothiog 
to v;orry about during the summer when it’s light 24 hours a 
day. but obvious a problem as the winter months approach. 
With tbe help of hip friends, Harold tries to face and overcome 
his problem. Much of the fun of Stren’s books comes from hy- 
ing to keep the text in sync with the comments in balloons made 
by tbe characters in her illustrations. 

The Fi:hermon and his Wife, retold and Ulostmted by Jemd 
Loon, McGraw-Hill Ryerson. 46 pages, $I I .95 cloth. This is the 
familiar Grimm story: a fisherman cat&s a magic fti and that 

moos him to grant his wishes &those of his greedy, ambitious 
wife. But the Nova Scotia setting and the fishing village dialect 
glw this retelling a delightfully funny releyance and tlavour. 
When the fisherman fmt tells his wife about the f=h, she 
scrams at him. “Yer giaard for garties and yer chins for 
chowdy! Plumbin’ was the lhing to ask for.” The ftierman 
rcla~s her request to the fish and when be retoms home bis 
house is full of plumbing ‘I. . . doing all the things that plumb- 
ins doer best. . . leaking, seeping. dripping, sweating.. . . The d 
fisherman didn’t much like going to bed with a bucket on his 
chest to catch the drips, but his wife was so happy he didn’t say 
a word: 

BIoUie Whoppie nod the Giant, retold and. illustrated by 
Robin hluller. North Wiods Press (Scholastic). 44 pages, 59.95 
cloth. The folktale has all the ingredients of a wonderfully 
appettling story: abandoned children. including Mollie, much 
braver and more resourceful than her older sisters: a truly evil 
plant, rith a hideous family and special magic possessloos; a 
beautiful palace that can only be reached at great risk; and 
three severe tests of Mollie’s courage before the happy ending 
can be achieved. The language is rich and full of ritual repeti- 
tions and the illustrations have all the &tails just right - the 
giant’s monstrous home and family, the richness of the court 
in the shining palace and the terrifying gorge that lies between.. 

Chat&s Born, by Linda Climo, Tundra, 32 pages, $12.95 
cloth. This excellent book follows Chester, the fanner, on his 
round of chores as he feeds and cares for his bamful of 
animals on a rioter afternoon in Prince Edward Island. 
Clime’s paintings lovingly dwell on each individual among the 
barn’s many occupants. Among her portraits hre the Cmoky 
Horn Cot; Gabriel the ram, Licorice the old trotter, and 
Snorey and Windrow, two ban cats. This ls an ideal barn, 
clean. wmn, comfortable, full of healthy, gentle animals. But 
Climo shows that she also understands the practical aspects of 
farmiy. Chester must sell some of his animals for food and 
these he doesn’t name or make pets of. We learn how to keep a 
saw from accidentally lying on her piglets, how to lure frisky 
ponies back to tbe ban after an outing in the winter sun. and 
how to trick r ewe into adopting an orphan lamb. This book is 
beautifully designed and makes a pleasant experience for 
adults and children,to share. 

On the Edg@ of (he &stern Ocean, by Pam Hall. OLC, 48 
pages, $12.95 cloth. This is anotIw beautifully designed book 
vzitb B large, clear typeface and full-colour illustrations,Artist 
Pam Hall’s pictures of sea birds are very attractive. Especially 

appealing M those of the little puffin. the hero of her story. 
But the story itself, telliig how the puffm learned wisdom and 
how to avoid the man-made dangers facing sea birds. is urmw 
essarily long and repetitous. Attempts to use language invest- 
ing the story with the qualities of a legend only make it 
formless and vague. 

Enwhbleelrtwn. by Jeannette C. Armstrong, Okanagan 
Indian Corriculum Project, 44 pages, 55.95 paper. This ls a 
fictional account of a year in the life of a little Okanagao In- 
dian girl in 1859-M). It tells of the seasonal activities of ha 
family, and includes her first view of white men-people with 
“hairy faces and pink skin” -a terrifyins sight. The purpose 
of the Okanagan Indian Curriculum Project is to create social 
studies materials based on the history and culture of native 
children. This is their tint book also aimed at the children’s 
book trade. 

The Kids Food Cookbook. by Shannon Ferrier and Tamam 
Shuttleworth, Lotimer. 64 pages, 57.95 paper. Children love 
take-out food. This book shows how these foods can be made 
at home and taste even better. There are 48 metric twipea for- 
treats that would normally come from hamburger stands or 
international fast-food outlets or ice cream parlours. But take 
warning. This book may be for children but it is not an easy 
cookbook. It is not easy to make felafel or egg rolls or 
chocolate glazed donuts. Absolute requirements are a great 

visors an electric deep fryer. If your family.is slio; on 
patience or does not own a deep fryer, do not break all ties 
with your favourite fast-food dealer. 

Rio1 of Riddles, by Edith Fowke, illustrated by L&y Fair- 
fteld. Scholastic, 63 pages, $1.95 paper. If your home fontatns 
indefatigable riddle-askers, you may require patience to d&l 

From funding generously provided by the Webster 
Foundation. Queen’s Univeaity announcee the 
establishment of two fellowships in the Humanities to 
begtn I September. 1982. The purpose of the Fellow. 
ship is to rupport younger scholars engeged in 
humanistic studier that demonstrate oritdnality md 
imagininstion. a breadth of perspective and a concern to 
situate ‘speGlized’ enqi&y within a larger intellectuel 
context. While come applicants will have completed 
or be about to complete doctonl studies. the Univer- 
sity also encourages applications fmm candidates of 
outstanding m&t who lack a Ph.D. and from those 
whose intellectual background is unconventional. The 
Fellowships are tenable for two yew and carry e 
stipend for the fint year of 525.000. An expense 
rdlcnuance of 52.000 will alro be payable. Fellowe will 
be expected to reside in the Kir@on area. lnquiris 
and applications should be addressed ta 

Office of the Dun 
Faculty of Arts and Scknce, Qeen’s University 
Kingston. Ontedo, Canada K,L MN6 

Each applicant should 5ubmit.a cuntculwn vitae end 
an esray. not exceeding 1.000 words outlining his or 
her objectivn in reeking this Fellowship. Three 
referees should be asked to rend sapporting letters 
directly to the same address. The deadline for 
applications b 31 lanuuy. 1983. 
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found murdered. 
Sevcml cat-and-mouse 
chases ensue. leading 
toa dramatic 

Ho&d En 
mvstedes, $ 

l’s first Cooperman 
HE SUlClDE MURDERS and 

THE WNSOhl CAMS have won him 
wtde acclaim and d considemble foltowtng. 
“Quintessentially Canadian. . . a fast, 
funny, clerrr, integrated mystey novel.” 
Glohr nud Alei 

with this book as well. On what side of the house do maple 
trees arow in Manitoba? (The outside. of eourse.1 As well as 
riddles, this book contains scrambied words- crosnvord 

puzzles, rhyming and logic games to entertain ch’ildren in the 
grades-three-to&e range. 

Dr. Zed’s Dazzling Book of Science ActIvittes, by Gordon 
Penrose, illustrated by Linda Buchol&Ross. Greey de Pen- 
tier, 48 pages, $5.93 paper. Dr. Zed, Owl magazine’s cartoon 
scientist. is a popular tiiure, and this is his second book of 
entertaining, scienc+base.d projects to do at home. Included 
are instructions for a hummbtgbii feeder, an instant insect 
catcher, and a mini-volcano. We’ve tried that one. It’s fun, 
and so is the Great Zoom Balloon Race. 

The Wilds of Whip-poor-will Farm, by Janet Foster. illus- 
traled by Olena Kasrian. Cireey de Pen&r, 112 pages, 37.95 
paper. Naturalist Janet Foster describes ha adventures with 
an amazing variety of wild animals that share an old farm in 
rural Ontario with her and her husband, John. Following the 
cycle of their first year on the farm, Foster dewiba the activi- 
ties of food-gathering, shelter-making, and family-rearing 
among these, her new friends. Interesting as the animal stories 
are, even more remarkable is the Fosters’ patience with the 
mice that over-not their basement, the porcopine that chews 
their tractor tires, ahd the groundhogs that dig up their 
pastures. It probably helps to be a naturalist. 

The Case of the Downhill Theft, by George Swede, illustrat- 
ed by Paul Kantorek, Three Trees Press, 56 pages, SIO.50 
cloth, $4.50 paper. This is the fourth in a series of adventures 
of Inspector Holmes of the Halifax Polii Force, and hi pets 
Sherlock the bloodhound and Watson the cat. This time they 
are on holidays in the Blue Mountain ski resort country of 
Ontario and they all \vork together to help the RCMP (why not 
the Ontario Pmvincial Policel), solve a robbery case.. 

Death Over Montreal, by Geoffrey Bilson, Kids Can Press, 
106 pages, $3.95 paper. When young Jamie Douglas and his 
parents emigrated from Scotland to tinada in the 19th cm- 
tory, they encountered not the prosperity and grand oppor- 
tunities they had hoped for. but rather thievery, fdth, and 
worst of all, cholera. In this, the fifth book in the Kids Can 
history series for children from appmximately nine to 13. 
readers are provided with a good picture of conditions facing 
immigrants in those times and a dramatic idea of what Moo- . 
treal w= like in all the panic and horror of the cholera 
epidemics. Missing from thii book is the epilogue that, placed 
the other titles in this series in their historical context. The 
story stands on its own, but I think the book would have been 
a more effective learning instrument had an epilogue been 

, 

R included. 
The War Wlfh Mr. Nbzle, by Gordon Konoan, Scholastic, 

224 pages, $2.25 paper. This is the fourth book about the 
adventures of Bruno ant! Boots, students at what by now must 
be Canada’s most famous boys’ school, Macdonald Hall. This 
time they meet and conquer the computer intended to make 
theii beloyed school more modern and efficient. while the girls 
across the r&d confront their new assistant headmistress, a 
martinet who wants to tom Miss Saim,mage’s Finishing 
School for Youllp~ Ladies into somethinp. resembliw a militarv 
basic training c&p. 

Beautiful Dreamer, by Allen Moraan, Kids Can Press. 107 
pages, $3.95 paper. Motherless Ka&the youngest G her 
family, longs to prove to the otben. especially to her father. 
that she is old enough to &try her share of nzponsibility. AU 
the members of her family make a weekly conuibution from 
their earnings to the family cookie jar and that’s where Katie 
feels the greatest inadequacy. It is hard for a IZyear-old to 
earn money like an adult. Katie tries to set up a business. she 
takeJ chances on Iotterie+and once even shoplifts in desperate 
and often funny attempts to gain recognition. Morgan has 
done a good job of portraying Katie, a likable bat far from 
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p:rfcct &I, and the concerns and anxieties of her early 
adolescence. 

Bliss l?. and Me, by Florence McNeil, Clarke Irwin, 124 
wges, 512.95 cloth. Jane. the 13-year-old heroine of thk 
story, also feels inadequate. Although her mother is a dance 
instructor, she herself is completely uncoordinated. Attempt- 
ing the impossible. she bluffs her way into a dancing role in her 
xhool play. The results are disastrous but mark steps on 
Jane’s xay to acceptiw her own special abilities: 

Dnager ea the River, by J. Robert Jaws, Clarke Irwin, 151 
pages, 912.95 cloth. Five children help a somewhat inept poll- 
ution inspector track down, confront, and foil a desperate 
gang of trackers who ye dumping dangerous chemicals into 
the river near their favourite hideout. The story is far-fetched, 
fast-moving, and entertaining to read. 

ULne~land Hostage. by Eric Wilson. Clarke Irwin, 119 
pages, $12.95 cloth. Wilson has become a master at the fast- 
paced adwuure story for young readers. This tbne Wilson’s 
usual hero, Tom Austen, is replayed by Liz Au&en, his sister. 
Liz shares Tom’s nose for trouble. his amazing dating and 
ingenuity. and his terrible sense of humour. A typical Austen 
joke: “Do you eat chicken with your fingers? How sick. Most 
people just eat the chicken.” The setting is California, where 
Liz is on a vacation from Winnipeg - the movie lots and 
Disneyland, site of hostage-taking central to the plot. 
Researching the book must have been fun. 

dohnn~ Ea8leclaw, by Cliff Faulkner, LeBel, 103 pages, 
58.95 cloth. A young Indian boy living in southern Alberta 
struggles to become a’successful rodeo rider. After years of 

class at the Calgary Stampide. Thiiis a sen&lve portrayal of 
Jahnny’s tight against discrimi~tion and his determination to 

gain success in the often frightening world away from the 
security of the reserve. It also offers some interesting insights 
into life on the rodeo circuit. 

Beckoning Lighfs, by Monica Hughes, LeBel, 79 pages, 
58.95 cloth. Julia and her twin brother Jack are telepathic, an 
ability that they try to keep secret from others. But when they 
accompany their geologist father and two of his students on a 
field trip into the Rockies and encounter an unidentiflcd flying 
object, their 8ift of telepathy becomes critical for the survival 
of a whole planet. HUgheS pays attention to the details of her 
craft as a scienc&Xion writer. We find out how tbe space 
craft looks, how the aliens support themselves in our atmo- 
sphere, how their ship is powered. But she never allows these 
details to overpower her sense of what makes a 8OOd book. 
The logic of plot and character development is carefully work- 
ed out and surely presented. Hughes tells a good story well. 

A Hill for Looking, by Martha Brooks, illustrated by Beverly 
Dan&o and A. L. Paine, Queenston House, 1% pages, $14.95 
cloth, $7.95 paper. This is a biographical story of a young 
girl’s growing up in the 1950s in the Manitoba Sanitmium, a 
hospital for the treatment of TB, where her father was medical 
director and ha mother a nurse. Beeawe of the extended stay 
of most of the patients, the permanence of the staff and the 
isolated nature of the institution, Martha has a sort of extend- 
ed family end a closeness to the processes of healing and of dr_ 
ing that are part of that world. 

Salat. Csdou! by Malcolm Reid, Lotimer, 96 pages, $10.95 
cloth, $4.95 paper. In contemporary Quebec City, a group of 
kids struggle to save their clubhouse fmm being tom down by 
a big developer anxious to build more highrises. The kids come 
up with some pretty ingenious forms of pmte5t until they gain 
many supporters. Even the young rebel. Gadou, who is sure he 

Gordon I&man’s latest sidesplitting story for 6 rhe Giant is a brilliantly illustrated folktale by 
ages e-12 is Th War with Mr. W&k, $2.25, 
also available in a handsome boxed set, $9.00.. .’ 

Torontoauthor-illustramrRobinM~~~$9.95 cloth 
. . . and Mercer Mayer’s most recent lavishly 

Msx Fer8uson enters the children’s boo& field with illustrated book is Favor& Taksjkm Grimm, . 
Has Asrybmay Seen My Umbda?, a hilarious twist a collection of 20 best-loved tales, $18.95 cloth. 
on the Cinderella story, $295.. .Mollia whuppis 

lhll* Scholastic-TlhB Publioarions 
123 Newhhlr Rd., lkk.hmond IHill, ant. L4C 365 

(45) 883.5300 
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doesn’t wmt to become involved in soy such caose, is won’ 
over mostly by the ehamw of Genevibve, a channing’and 
experleoced little champion ofcauses who has been taking part 
in protssts ever since her pareots took her along to hdp 
demonstrate for better day care. 

The Baitchopper, by Silver Donald Cameron, illustrated by 
Alan Daniel. Lorimer, 112 pages, $10.95 cloth, $4.95 daper. 
The fishermen in a village in Nova Scotia are ttylng to form a 
union to bargain with the owners of the big pkmts that buy 
their fish and own the boats. The young teenaged boys whose 
fathers arc on strike find that they are drawn into all the action 
- the tension, the frostration, and the strong fedings of 

solidarity. Books about yoting people’s reactloo to strikes atz I 
becoming common themes in Canadian cbiklten’s litemtwe. 
Last year, for example., there was Gocdb>e Sarah, by Geoffrey 
Bilson, about the Winnipeg General Strike, and One Proud 
Summer, by Claire Mackay and Marsha Hewitt, about a textile 
workers’ strike in Quebec. These two books had strong merits, 
but also had a didactic overtone that Cameron’s book happily 
lacks. His heroes’ adventures are always eotertabdag. 
sometimes amosbtg. and yet hii readers are still aware of the 
seriousness of what the adults in the book are fighting for. 
This is a good advettturr story with tbe “message” very pro- ’ 
perly subtle. II 

FEATURE REWEW 

As Chrisfix McCall-Newm&‘s new study 
shows, in its zeal ‘to win, the Liberal Party 

turns young turks into old turkeys - 
By JACK MacLEOD 

. 

Grits: An Intlmnts PortraIl of the 
Liborol Party, by ChrIstbm McCaIl- 
Newmtm, Macmillan, 479 pages, 524.95 
cloth (ISBN 0 7715 95). 

in this cettttoy has always b&n the 
Liberal Patty. It Is the sprawling giant, 
the dominant fact of our public life. But 
witin about the Liberals is BS difficult 
85 trying to slam a revolving door. The 
patty is so big and forbidding a subject, 
spinning any as you approach, that ott- 
ly a fee scholars dared grapple with it 
until r~enlly. Reg WbItaker studied the 
Grits of tbe Kit&t. Laurent era in a 
brilliant microscopic tome, focusing on 
organization and fmancing, titled The 
Govermirenr Party: 1930-1958, and 
Joseph Wearing took a useful if myopic 
look at the 19584wI9SO period in The L 
Sharped Party. Now we have the long 
awaiwd worl: by M&&Newman, a 
bold attempt to sort things out. Can she 
coomete with the academics. or eveo 
outstnp them? 

Yes. She has otdled it off. She 
pwents “an intimate portrait” of tbe 
Liberals from 1957 to 1979 in a volume 
that is certain to be read and quoted and 
discussed for years. It’s a formidable 
achievement. one helhtva book. 

As readers of her magazine work 
know, M&d-Newman is a gifted jour- 
nalist. Here she proves much more. Her 
prose is graceful, sly, incisive. She has 

the savvy of Dalton Camp, the com- 
mand of facts of Whitsker, and a 
delicate stiletto that makes Fathering- 
ham’s broadword look combersome. 
If, like her erstwhile husband Peter 
Newman, she - headphonea while 
writing (which seems improbable), she 
most be listen& to the sbutous rhythms 
of Benny Goodman or the subtle 
cadences of Vivaldi, not the insistent 
blare of Stan Kenton. 

In fact, Grits is an evett better book 
than the. two pre-publication excerpts in 
Satwday N&M w&Id lead you to 
believe. Skilfully, cumulatively, McCall- 
Newman interweaves the stories of Pear- 
son and Trudeau, Pittield end Lalonde. 
Cows and Davey (as well as Turner the 
Dauphin) into a dramatic web, il- 
lustrating the remarkable network of 
egos and egregiousness that make the 
Grits what they are. The book crackles 
with gossip, gamesmanship, and 
backmom tales of how power is wielded 
in the surprisingly petty big-leagues of 
Canadian politics. AU of the principals 
are starkly drawn, chutzpah, warts, 
hairy nostrils and all. Like Plaobert or 
Richard B. Wright, the author lifts the 
mxMtonpi~ of eccetwlcities and 
foibles to memorable portraits, but por- 
traits witbin a broad mural. 

It’s disturbing to note how few of her 
subjects ats ordinary elected Mps. Her 
focus is on the mandarins, manipu- 
lators, or top executlw. And she’s 

. . 

right. Parliament under Trudeau has 
become an institution of trifling comb 
quence. Power is highly concentrated in 
tbe pollsten and selected confidantes of 
the PM; only the .inner cadte matters. 
Not just MPs but also most of tbe 
cabinet ministers are conspicuous by 
their absence from the centre ring of tbe 
circus. Keith Davey, Jim Coats, and 
Michael Pitfleld each get a chapter, and 
quite rightly. But consider: although we 
still call our system a “democracy,” who 
ever elected Davey or Coons or Pitfield? 

Pottdmttntal issues are at stake here. 
Because Grits Is about raw power, the 
substance of the book is more important 
than the admirable style. MeCall- 
Newman has dog hard and deep to 
unearth neglected facts. She has tapped 
innumirable scholarly sottrees, inter- 
viewed almost everyone who matters in 
Canadian politia in conversations that 
go back beyond 1968, sod pulled 
together a iliscsmbtg, synoptic accottnt 
of the how and why of Liberal hege 
many. Grits is toogb as well 85 titlIlatb@. 
McCall-Newman is perceptive about 
that overlooked btstimtion. the Senate. 
for example, a body that has stood fti 
to ptotezt financial ptivlIege. not least 
by thwarting tax reform. She is lucid in 
her analyses of complex organizations 
and interrelationships. 

Her examination of the primary 
importance of the Quebec bastion to 
Grit dominance is particttlarly effective. 
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The party is shown as deriving its leader- 
ship and bedrock seats from French 
CrmxIa and ils Anglophone hopes fmm 
Toronto - which may be its principal 
problems. The Hogtown Grits, since 
Keith Dwey took charge of the electoral 
apparatus in 1961. have never 
understood the West. Sir John A. 
always insisted that a party must be na- 
tional and inclusive if it is to govern. but 
the view from Westmount or from 
Yonge and Bloor does not extend to 
Calgary, which is why the Liberals have 
tended recently to become a merely 
rekional Central Gmadiin pmty prcten- 
ding to be national. Much of the story of 
Trudeau Liberalism is the decline of its 
wcsprcmce of regionalism, its excessive 
preoccupation with matters of language 
and constitution. its attempt to impose a 
narrow central strategy on an unwilling 
but exprmdiog periphery. It’s odd to 
think that if Quebec were to separate, 
Canada might reveti to a two-party 
system: Conservative8 versus the NDP. 

It’s also curious to reflect that in 1963, 
before he entered federal politics, Pierre 
Trudeau. witing in Cire Libra. called 
Queba MPs “little more tbao a herd of 
tmlned donkeys” kept in line by a 
stable-master. At that time hc described 
Liberals as “men . . . who tremble with 

anticipation because they have seen the 
muged face of powa” Similarly, Davey 
entered the fray as a youthful idealist in 
1957 largely because he tinted the 
Liberals to champion “progressive” 
legislation and to reform their cynical 
ptmwge machine. Thus do the hot 
young turks of one era become the cool 
Establishment turkeys of the next. But 
the institutional power of the Grit cam 
nos:m rolls implacably on, veering now 
to the left, now to the right, yet new 
losing sight of a single overriding cause: 
winning. 

That is probably why the last chapter 
of the book is the weakest or least com- 
pelling. It deals with what Liberals are 
most unaccustomed to: decline and 
defeat. 

through the first five of her six 
chapters, McCall-Newman delineates a 
stowof vaunting triumph. It’s a tale of 
“only rarely interrupted power. . . the 
smoothest patronage system this side of 
Suez.. . .” Most of the book traces tbe 
detati of what Dalton Camp (in Gentk- 
men, Playem and PoGticiams 1970) re- 
canted as the reasons for his leaving the 
Big Rod Macblne after the 1948 coqveo- 
tion that bestowed the laurel wreath on 
St. Laurent. “The Liberal Party was. . . 

-a carporate dynasty. . . . No delegate felt 

himself pushed or driven, but gently’ 
directed by some benevolent guidance 
system, deflected in the mists of his con- 
fusion from the possibility of harmful 
collision with more powerful purpose 
and authority. What one bad come fo 
marvel at most in Canadian Liberalism 
was its efficiency, its spleodid impertur- 
bability, the infallibility of both its for- 
tune and its genius.” 

It is, of course, still farbionsble to 
think of the Grits in these deferential 
tones. They are so damnably clever and 
resilient, these Liberals. As we watch the 
forlorn fiiure of Joe, the clerk from 
High River, stumble through 
Broadview-Greenwood and other mine- 
fields toward the probatile W&rloo of 
leadership review in January, we tend to 
think how awuomely disciplined and 
successful are the inheritors of, the 
Laurier-Ring tradition. After all, they 
have wallowed in power for 60 of the 
past 82 yeam. 40 of the past 47 years. . - 
Isn’t it folly to oppose them7 Morton 
Shulman, echoing Camp. recently 
repeated the conventional wisdom of 
Grit invincibility, commenting that “the 
Liberals may be villains, but at least they 
ate efftient villains.” And so we are 
h&d into believing that there is “no 
alternative” to what Whit&r called 

tragic, yet all4oo.tNe 
Gtoty of the refu es 
from the Third r* each 
who fled to Britain, 
only to be interned as 
Deemed Suspect, or 
wmpathetic m the Nazi 
caze. It io a st0g-y of 

2: 
olitical signifiince, 
ut ako one of courage, 

humour and the 
otrengtb of the human 
spirit. 
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“the Government Party.” 
Infallible? ~j7cienti Ye gods! How 

easily v.z are brainwashed. In her linal 
chapter McCaU-Newman writes of “The 
Politics of Desperation” leading up to 
the Liberal flop in 1979. The electidn of 
that year ousted those swell folks who 
told you of “the end of separatism” 
who “wrestled inflation to the ground” 
in 1974. who somersaulted on wage and 
piice controls in 1975. who gave us 
“cheap” gas and oil in 1980. who sold 
out vomen’s rights and native rights 
(while further alienating Quebec) in 
ramming through the constitutional 
par&ion of 1982. Terrific. 

But aren’t they clewr7 Aren’t they 
cunning? Oh, ‘sure. These are the 
cerebral giants who gave us the anti- 
bilingual Jack Homer as a cabinet 
minister from Alberta with a turned 
coat, v;ho couldn’t elect Pierre Juneau 
in Hochelaga, who magnanimously 
offered Senator Haze” Argue as f/w 
cabinet minister From Saskatchewan. 
who parachuted Jim Coutts from the 
PhIO into Spadina and ignominy, who 
chose U of T President Dr. John Evans 
as prime-ministerial timber in Rosedale 
before David Cmmbie knocked him off 
with insouciant ease.. 

Golly-gosh, Tom, we may not be in 
Kansas any more. Personally, I’m from 
Missouri. and so is McCall-Newmian. By 
these standuds of Liberal efficiency and 
imincibillty. I could be heavyweight 
champion of Canada . . . if enough peo- 
ple believed in the Bii Myth, or if my 
only opponent was Tiny Tlm. 

Although she does not entirely rear 
back and let fly at her Grit targets. 
McCall-Newman snaps a lot of telling 
darts at the Liberal sitting ducks. To 
read her is to re-think a great many of 
our most familiar assumptions. She 
goads, she prods. she exposes. and she 
requires of the reader a searching reap 
praisal of received political orthodoxy. 
She jolts us back to the 17th-century dic- 
tum of Osenstiem: “Behold, my son. 

v,ith what Little wisdom the \vorId is 
governed.“” The Liberals may have corn- 
mltted the most cardinal sin of politics. 
They may have become a joke. 

Read her and laugh. Read her and 
xwp. But read her. She’s a treat, and 
cith one lmpresslve work she claims a 
place among our most aceompllshed 
writers. 0 

By I.M. OWEN 

The Otlnwn Men: The civil Service 
Mendarlns 1935-1987, by J.L. Oraoals- 
teln. Oxford, 349 pages, $14.95 paper 
(ISBN 0 I9 3403878). 

The Presidents and the Prime 
Minislers: Washington and Oltawn Face 
to Face, the Mylh of Bilnlenl Bliss. 
1867-1982, by Lawrence Martin, 
Doubleday, 318 pages, $19.95 cloth 
(ISBN 0 385 17891 2). 

TO PRESENT THB history of any subject 
thmugh the careers of some-of the prin- 
cipal actors may give a less complete pi* 
tore than a Formal history, but it’s likely 
to contribute new insights, and almost 
-certain to make the subject more accessi- 
ble to the non-specialist reader. Heie are 
two examples in the field of Canadian 
government and external relations, mie 
by a professional historian and one by a 
journalist. 

J.L. Granatstein’s The Olta&w Men 
shows higher civil servants at work. 
especially in the period speclfled in his 
subtitle, 1935-57; but he includes a 
useful chapter on the state of the federal 
clvll service before that time, and con- 
cludes with a meditation on the reasons 
why thiw are no longer, and never will 
be, as they were in the period of the men 
we have come to think of as “the man- 
darins.” 

Granatstein selects (arbitrarily, he 
admits) 19 of the civil servants of the 
time as his mandarins, and gives Fairly 
detailed biographies of 14 of them. They 
range in age from 0. D. Sk&on 
(1878-1941) to R. B. Bryce (born 1910). 
In the context of the times, it’s not sur- 
prising that they were all male, and not 
very surprising that all but one (Louis 
Rasminsky) were gentiles. What’s 
shocking is that there were no French 
Canadians in the group. There was no 
conscious hostility in this, no deliberate 
policy of exclusion. Sk&on in external 
affairs and Clifford Clark in finance, 
Queen’s University Presbyterians both, 
did their recruiting from among the pwa 
ple they knew, and they didn’t happen 
m know any French Canadians. Hence 
government business was conducted 
almost entirely in English, even when 
there was a French-speaking prime 

.-. ..1_._._ .___ ~_,._.~_ -. _~I __.. 

mi9ister. This blindness &Id be costly 
to the country in the long run. 

It was about the middle of the war 
that Canadians, accustomed to thinking 
of all their institutions as second-rate at 
best. woke up to find that the manage 
ment of their economy was regarded by 
their allies &s the bat in the world; and 
toward the end of the war, about the 
time of the San Francisco Conference, il 
became apparent that our infant diplo- 
matic corps was held in equally high 
regard. It was a heady experience; thox 
days are gone, but the smugness IingeFJ 
on. 

The Ollawa Merr is in L( sense a pen- 
dant to Granatstein’s biography of Nor- 
man Robertson, A Man qf I~iuence, 
published last year; but it’s a pendant of 
unusual weight. It even adds significantly 
to his previous account of Robertson, 
with an incident that presumably hadn’t 
come to light until he had finished the 
earlier book. In late December, 1941. 
Free Prench forces seized Saint-Pierre 
and Miquelon From the Vichy autbor- 
ities. Corddl Hull, the American 
Sem.tary of Siate, was For some reason 
furious at this, quite wmngly suspected 
the Canadians of being behind it, and 
made the outrageous demand that we 
should clear “the so-called Pree Prench” 
OFF the islands. So much was known 
already; what’s new is that, early in 
December, Robertson had been presslug 
Mackenzie King almost fewishly to 
send a corvette to Saint-Pierre, seize 
control of its comm&dcatlons, and 
depose the Vichy officials if there was 
any resistance: bizarre behaviour that 
materially alters the established picture 
of Robertson as the most prudent and 
cautious of functionaries. 

. 

In Lawrence Martin’s book we move 
from +I servants to politicians, and 
range through a much longer period, 
fmm 1867 to 1982. Martin, the former 
Washington correspondent of the Globe 
andMail, ha dug well and come up with 
a lot of nuggets. While his book can’t 
compare with Granatstebt’s BS a work of 
hiitorlcal insight, and isn’t notable For a 
profound undetitanding of the political 
process, it will be permanently valuable 
as a sourcebook of anecdotes, mostly 
significant and oFten vastly entertaining. 
Prom various sources he has put 
together the most vivid account I’ve read 
of the famous incident at Camp David 
when Lyndon Johnson picked Pearson 
up by Ids shkt-collar. (“You pissed on 
my rogl”) This might be regarded as the 
end of the “special relatlonshlp”; or, 
altematlvely. as a triumphant mnfirma- 
tion of it-what other country’s leader 
could have been treated so informally, 
even by Lyndon Johnson? 

The early prime ministers, Fmm 1867 
to 1911, were Faced with two obstaclex 

__ .._ ____~__ _--.-_ ~. c-.---. 
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the fact that their external relations were 
ultimately controlled from Westminster. 
and the more formidable fact that all the 
presidents of the time, from Grant to 
Taft. believed in Manifest Destiny and 
the annexation of Canada sooner or 
later. (Grant wanted it sooner - before 
the election of 1872. in fact.) 

In the next period, from 1911 to 1932, 
the presidents were almost completely 
indifferent to Canada - all except War- 
rcu Harding. who paid dearly for his 
intcrcstz during the first presidential visit 
ever made to Canada he became fatally 
ill on a Vancour~7 golf course. 

Tbc real “special relationship” began 
in 1933 when King, almost immediately 
after his return to oflice, made hii first 
visit to Franklin Roosevelt and began a 
genuine friendship. Not only was 
Roosevelt the only person in the world 
who addnssed King as “Mackenzie,” he 

must have bee.” almost the only one who 

The fourth period was uihered in by 
the personality clashes of Kennedy and 
Diefenbaker, Johnson and Pearson. 

actually enjoyed his company and 

Trudeau and Nixon were another mat- 
ter. They were bound to dislike each 

sought it out-a” inexplicable personal 

other. But - perhaps because the one 

accident whose benelbzial effects on 

thing they had iscommon was very high 
intelligence - they worked well 

events might be take” as the final refuta- 

together. Indeed (and this is new to me) 
Nixon’s remarkable Ottawa speech in 

lion of the Tolstoyan theory of history. 

1972. in which he said it e time for 
both countries to recogniie that they 
were different and didn’t have t6 go 
ahvays in the same direction, was partly 
written by, Trudeau’s foreign-policy 
adviser, Ivan Head. 

featur&s pl& - ‘lpe&Uion” for 
“opinion, 

J.L. Granatstein has a pure and often 

” 

elegant English prose style. Lawrence 

“may” for “might,” the 
conjunctive “like.” - but he has weird- 

Martin, in a word, hasn’t. Not only does 

“esses of his own that suggest that he has 
.been taking private tuition fmm our 
mosi inventive stylist, Conrad Black. He 

he commit most of tbe routine solecisms 

never quite ma&es tbe heights attained 

-with which political joumallsts are 

by that master, but he shows promise 
when he says that Theodore Roosevelt, 

steadily eroding the language into a 

“the nmst prolific man to occupy the’ 
Oval Office, . . . bore no indiious 
malice to Canada,” or writes, “Amaze- 
ment and indignation accosted the news 
of the Clark renmrks.” As Andrew 
z_e;zepd. “Is that the meaning of 

. . 
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Thke is a wide gap between what 
The Body Politic actuallv has Dublished and 

tie evils its criticd act& it of 

By RICK ARCHBOLD 

. 

FImsliq Ib A Decade of Gay Jour- 
“a!I;m from The I3ody Polltic. edited by 
Ed Jackson and Stan Persky, New Sfar 
BooksiPink Triaugle Press, illustrated, 
312 pages, $8.95 paper (ISBN 0 919888 
31 3). 

t ~~~LIEUBER : WHEN Gerald Hannon’s 
now-furious article “hten Loving Boys 
Loving Menen” fmt appeared in The. 
Body Politic. I didn’t read it at the tine 
- didn’t, in fact, read the magazine at 
alI in tbosc days - but 1 was all too 
avzue of the article’s existence and of 
its, to me, shocking subject: homoswrual 
relationships between boys and men, or 
pedophilia. Unhesitatingly I condemned 
it. This was just one more example of 
those radical gays giving my kind a bad 
ua”le. My kind? Tbe nice, “Omlal gay 
man leading a quiet and unassuming 
private life. Why couldn’t the The Body 
Politic jurt shut up and stop attracting 
al1 this negative attention? 

Since the”, I’ve become much more 
relaxd and open about my sexuality. 

And this past July I dimbed the five 
flights of stairs to The Body P&i& 
off&s in downtown Toronto to offer 
my help ln editing the thagazine. 1 had 
tinally come to the perception thal, to 
echo the words of Ed Jackson, “the per: 
sonal is political. Sexual polities 
matter.” In a sense, reading Flnundng 
It!, which collects what the editors feel is 
the b&t writing to appear in the 
magazine during its tirst 10 years,.has 
been like taking a tour through a past I 
didn’t actually eaperience but now claim 
as “Iv own. 

The Body Polilic bills itself as “a 
maaaaine for aav liberation.” As Fiam- 
Iing II! dem%rates, this has n&ant 
constantly jodsting’ against authority 
atId cmw~tio”, both as expmsed by 
the various power structures in society 
and as internalized in the psyches of gay 
me” and women. It hae involved a con- 
stant questioning of the assumptions on 
which these received notions are based. 
Since tbe frst issue in November, 1971, 
the magazine has also been a source of 

. 

images and infommtlou available no- 
where else. According to regular co&l- 
butor Jane Rule., “1 have be& better 
and more thoughtfully informed about 
what it means to be a homosexual in this 
culture by TheBody Polilie than by any 
other paper, offered infotmation the 
straight press refusea to publish. . . . I 
am kept informed about our scholars, 
artists, politlclans, as weIl as ourvlctlms, 
and fighters. Most of the people I know 
who don’t read The Bociy Politic regu- 
larly are dangerousIy ignorant about 
what is actually gcdng o” either heir or 
abroad.” 

Over the years this proud combative 
“ess inevitably pmvoked reaction. The 
catalyst was Hauuon’s article about 
pedophilia. When it was published iu 
Nowmber, 1978. “Men Loving Boyi 
Loving Men” outraged even many of 
the magaalnes’ loyal subscribers. Nesrly 
four yeara later, after two trials and two 
aquittals on the same charge - “use of 
the “IaiIs for the purpose of tra”smIttI”g 
anything that is indecent, immoral, or 
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scumUous” - the offiie of Ontario 
attorney-general Roy McMwtry has 
a&? appealed a judge’s decision. Even 
the stately Globe and Mail expressed 
editorial outrage at this blatant misuse 
of the lesal system to persecute a single 
publication. As the editors of the book 
point out, the charge marked a toming 
point: “The magazine has been trans- 
formed from a small tabloid, operating 
vinuallr unnoticed in the ma&ml 
~0rld Of a dying counter-culture, into i ’ 
minor institution and the major ~olitlcal 
voice of a visible and aclcnm&&ed gay 
c0mmusity.” 

Appropriately, a section of Ftmmting 
III (iurt under 20 of nearly 300 pages) is 
devoted to “Men Loving Boys Loving 
Men” and the responses it engendered 
within the gay community. It makes 
some of the most fascinating reading in 
the book and would alone make its 
publication worthwhile. But there are 
many other reasons. 

The editors have chosen 60 articles by 
3.5 writers and. on the whole, have done 
a remarkably good job of organizing 
them ln a meaningful way. Readers 
unfamiliar nith the history of gay libera- 
tion (me included) are given sufficient 
background to develop a sense of eon- 
wt. But more important the individual 
articles have been arranged so that as 

Legends of 
saints and sages 

intricately 
decomted in 
full colour. 

$27.95 cl0th/$1850 paper 

kaverbooks 

you read the booli from beginning to 
end it accumulates force and coherence. 

The materlal has been divided into 
five major sections or %hapters.” The 
first three of these are shaped around 
broad themes and worked particularly 
well for me, especially chapter three, 
“The Making of the Image of the 
Modem Homosexual.” Here you will 
fmd ‘!Iiomosexuals and the Third 
Reich” by James Stealdey. the first 
account in English of the Nazi perseco- 
tion and murder of gay people. Sbsakley 
writes with a detachment that sets off 
tbe horrors recounted by his most cblll- 
ing sources, sorvivors of the conceotm- 
tion camps: “Then they put him under a 
cold shower. It was a frosty winter even- 
ing, and he stood outside the barracks 
all through that long. bitterly cold 
night. . . . Then he was tied to a post 
under a cold shower, and so on. He died 
toward wenhlg.” 

This is followed by Andrew Hodges’s 
“Towards 1984,” which picks lip beau- 
tifolly on the totalitarian theme of 
Steakley’s piece: “all those features of 
the State which Orwell presented in 
imagination as the most deeply appalling 
were none other than those which, in 
1949, were being experienced in reality 
by homosexual people in Anglo- 
America.” Hodges goes on to develop a 
thou&tfid,. carefully argued marnina- 
tion of the relationship -between 
language and o~ression: “For [gay 
peoplej. the ordinary language of sex- 
uality is somethii that mast be fought 
for.” 

The ‘five mticles that follow explore 
from various perspectives the lnhemnt 
tyrannies and possibilities of language. 
In one of them &fichael Riordon con-. 
fmnts, with wnsiderable humour, the 
words homosexuals and others “se to 
talk about gay people: “A man asked 
me if I would mind terribly if he 
‘sodomized’ me. Imagine. That’s a very 
rich word, purple with implications of 
crime, sin and hellish perversion. I 
dedlned, it soon&d to me a very 
dangerous undertaking.” In another, 
Val Edwards gives a glimpse of the way 
words work for lesbian, femlolst come- 
dienne Robin Tyler: “Of c0urs.e you 
mawydobave noticed rrn warm8 a 

. . . On Llza MmneUl it’s called 
cute, 6n me it’s called drag.” As a group 
these seven pieces enrich our understan- 
ding of language and oppression and the 
relation between the two. 

Ivfany things impressed or moved me 
in Flaunting III: Michael Lynch witlng 
about gay fathers, or Tim McCaskelPs 
fmt-hand report on gay liberation in 
modem Basque Spain. But ,cuiaio 
voices do emerge~fmm the polyphony. 
Gerald Hannon, consistently the best 
and most gmotionally challenging writer 

in the book, ever wlllll to take risks: 
It struck me sharply.snd kwly that 
afternoon that we were arguing about 
holding hands - that two pmple who 
loved each other very deeply. who had 
ban in P relationrhip for almost two 
yean. were arguing not about frenchit 
on the subway or blow jobs in the park. 
but about a - so casual aa tc. be 
invisible among hetamcxwls. 

Michael Riordon, whose wicked humour. 
alternates with white-hot intensity: 

For the tirst time in my life perhaps. I 
felt a sense of community, I felt I, had 
allia, and because of it I felt danger- 
ously strong and potentially cruel. 

Jane Rule, the voice of calm mason: 
If we accepted sexual behaviour bet- 
- chiiren and adults, WC would be 
far more able to pmtea our children 
from abue and exploitslion than WC are 
now. They wmdd be fke to teU “I, as 
they &I about all kinds of o:ber aperi- , 
aces. what is happening to them and to 
have our sympathy and support instead 
of our nmte and mlstmstful tenor. 

The book’s weaknesses are the 
weaknesses of The Body Politic itself. 
There err too few voices of women, as 
tbc ediiors .free@ admit. In fact they 
devote a subsection of chapter four 
(“Advice oo consent and Other Unfm- 
lshed Business”) to the peremdal pro- 
blem in the gay movement of gettlw 
mm. and women to agree on common 
goals and then work together. The quality 
and accessibiity of the writing vary 
greatly (though on the whole are qmmss- 
ingly high for a.publication that can’t 
pay its contributors). The writers too 
often fsll back on the sometimes easy 
jargon of gay Liberation until words like 
“patriarchy” and “hetemsexism” occa- 
sionally lose their meanings, but the SW 
prlse ls they don’t do it more often. And 
there is definitely not enough of the kbul 
of bwestigative reportage that re@res . 
resources like time and money. Too few 
writers have gone out into the field to see 
what they could turn up. (The excep 
tlons to this are outstandii - for 
example., Chris Bear&all’s anatomy of 
the CBC-TV documentary “Shsriog the 
Secret” or Ed Jackson’s edited account 
of the magazine’s coverage of George 
Iilslop and John SeweIl’s defeat in the 
1980 Toronto civic election.) There is 
also more humour than I expected 
(though not enough), notably the ear- 
toons of Paul Aboud and Gary Ostmm. 

WeU, now that I’ve taken the tour, 
what do I think? For one thb18 I’m 
impressed with the doquence I encoon- 
tered - and the passion. The book 
made me think. it made me feel, and 
more than once it made me squirm 
uncomfortably in my chair. For 
another, I agree with Ed Jackson when 
he says in the introduction, “the 
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dixrepancy between what The Body 
Politic has actually done cir written and 
what the ignorant, the fearful and 
cynical accuse [it] of doing is so wide 
that it becomes a significant pheno- 
menon in itself. “to me the significanec 
lies in what it reveals about our immatu- 
rity as a culture. We arc still tpo unsure 
of the houre we’ve built to suffer gladly 
!how who rummage around in the 
foundations and discover more than a 
few shaky footings. That The Bo@ 
Politic has survived, that Fiauntittg It! 
can be published at all, suggests there is 
hope nonetheless. 0 

Otcar Wilde in Canada: An Apostle 
for the Arts, by Kevin O’Brien, Personal 
Library, 207 pages, $16.95 cloth (ISBN 0 
920510 63 9). 

\:‘HEN ASKED BY a friend during hi 
university days what was his ambition in 
IiKe. Oscar \Vilde replied: “God 
knows . . . I’ll be a poet, a writer, a 
dramatist. Somehow or other, I’ll be 
famous. and if not famous. I’ll be 
“otorious.” 

Wilde is one of the first modem artists 
to understand the uses of publicity. Or 
as he put it: “Success is a scicncc. If you 
have the conditions, ypu get the result.” 
His North American lecture tour in 1882 
was born of necessity - he was 26, the 
autboor of a slim collection of poems. 
and a play, l’em, or the Nihilists, that 
no one vanted to produce A lecture 
tour (bringingaestheticenlightcnment to 
the colonies) offered some badly needed 
income and would also lay the ground- 
work for future succcs*. 

Wilde’s tour was sponsored by 
Richard D’Oyly Carte, an equal oppor- 
tunity exploiter, who. a year earlier, had 
sponsored the American tour of Gilbert 
and Sullivan’s Patience, which heavily 
satirized a pretentious bumpkin called 
Reginald Bunthome, modelled on 
Wilde. It wasn’t easy, in the days before 
radio and TV, to make one’s name a 
household word. but Wilde was deter- 

mined to try. The tour lasted 10 months 
and took Wilde to more than 100 cities 
and towns. He travelled as far south as 
Louisiana and Texas. west to California, 
Utah, and Colorado, and north to 
Ontario, Quebec. and the Maritimcs. 
Some of his lectures were well paid - he 
reccivcd $1,000 in New York and 
Chicago - but most were not; he got 
$100 for a lecture in Moncton. and on 
several occasions, as at Wesleyan 
Ladies’ College in Hamilton, he 
appeared without fee. By year’s end, 
however. he fully expected to achieve his 
goal of being widely regarded as a con- 
tfOvcrsial f?urc by a considerable par- 
Uon of North American society. 

Kevin O’Brien’s Oscar Wilde in 
Canada is a detailed account of Wilde’s 
stops in such cities as Ottawa (when he 
was snubbed by the Governor General, 
the Marquis of Lome, but dined with 
John A. Macdonald); Tomnto (where 
his carriage was chased by street lads 
shouting “Oscar, Oscar is running 
Wilder”), Montreal (where he received 
editorial support from the Star, corn- 
mending him for his “crusade against 
badtastc... and false art”). 

O’Brien’s record of this journey is as 
plainly written as its title. Fortunately, 
Wilde is present on every pap to pro- 
vide sharp insightp and wit. On a rainy 
day in Kingston, before a small crowd, 
Wilde quotes American lccturcr Wendell 
Phillips that “any man could speak well 
to a crowd, but it rcquiml a mighty 
effort to thrill empty benches.” Thefull 
texts .of ‘his two of lectures, “The 
Decorative Arts,” and “The House 
Beautiful,” are here published for the 
first time. 

Ultimately what makes Osmr Wildein 
Gmada a valuable book is not so much 
what it reveals about Wilde as what it 
reveals about Canadian society a century 
ago. Many of the journalists quoted are 
openly hostile, decrying his mode of 
dres!+, belittling his lcctpres, or charging 
him with plagiarizing Ruskin for his 
ideas. as if they has taken it upon 
themselves to pmtect rugged, frontier 
values and piactices from the barbs and 
criticisms (“industry without art is 
simply barbarism”) of a corpulent and 
sensual buffoon. The enmity generated 
between Wilde and the Canadian press 
endured for years after the tour. After 
Wilde’s death in 1900, the Be/levi//e 
Llaily Intelrigencer told its readers: “He 
was convicted of a nameless crime, and 
all those who had known him tried to 
blot his memory from their minds 
forcvcr.” ’ 

Oscar Wilde in Canada is the story of 
a man who helped make some Cana- 
dians more sophisticated at a crucial 
time in the dc&pment of our cultural 
history. 0 
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By AiVV D. CRQSBY 

The Other Mrs. Diefenbaker; A Bio- 
graphy of Edna May,@cwer, by Simma 
Holt, Doubleday, 378 pages, $22.93 
cloth (ISBN 0 385 17089 0). 

WHEN EDNA MAY BROWER died at the age 
of 51, her husband, John Diefcnbakcr, 
promised her that they would lie 
together in death. To facilitate this pro- 
mise, Edna May was buried four feet 
deeper than normal in the Diefenbakcr 
family plot iri Saskatoon, thus leaving 
mom for her husband to be buried 
above her in due course. 

John Diefenbakcr was then in his 
mid-5Os, healthy and well on his way io 
becoining Canada’s 13th prime minister. 
His promise to be buried with Edna was 
a promise made by a grieving man in the ’ 
prime of life to his dyia wife. a wontan 
he had loved and relied upon for 22 
years of marriage. In retrospect. it was a 
promise to be understandably. broken 
since he went on to many again and to 
live happily fcu 23 years with his second 
wife, Olive. Just before Olive’s death, 
the couple made similar plans and pur- 
chased a joint plot in Ottawa. 

The problem is not that John Diefen- 
baker chose to be buried with his second 
wife. The problem is that he cliose, 
apparently, to forget his first wife alto- . 
gelher. The Other Mm. Di&tbaker is 

I Smme Holt’s attempt to reconstruct 
Edna May’s life; giving her the credit she 
deserves in Dicfcnbaker’s political IUE- 
&ss, taking her from the rcabn of “. . . 
the unsung heioines of the West - 
women who, like Edna, worked beside 
their husbands tobuild this country, and 
now lie forgotten in prairie graves.” 

Edna M*y Bmwcr gave up teaching 
school in 1929 when she married John 
Diefenbakcr, a lawyer with political 
ambitions. She was bright, vivacious, 
and outgoing, a perfect foil for the aloof 
and shy man who was determined to 
become prime minister. Since the couple 
remained childless, Edna’s talents and 
energy were focused on her husband’s 
career, a chore she assumed with cn- 
thus&m in the early years of their mar- 
riage but,latcr with private bitterness. 

-That she was well liked aod’an asset to 
her husband’s career goes without ques- 
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tion. Everyone Holt intervicwwl for the 
book attested to these qualities. bul per- 
haps the most eloquent attestations to 
Edna’s character arc to be found in what 
her friends would nor say. Edna’s secrets 

lndiscmtioos mod aogcr born of sub- 
servience arc noted but never detailed. 

wre kept, thereby rcvcalhtg a love and 

and here perhaps is the one wcakncss of 
the book. Not that we want details-we 

rcxpcct for a woman who must surely 

don’t really need them - but we do 
v:am less of the martyr and more of the 

have deserved il. 

woman. To be fair, Ho11 did not hiwe 
much material fo draw upon, siwc let- 
ters had been destroyed, and memories 
31~’ fallible. However. Holt herself 
glows over the actions that do not fit 
the image of rhc wuman she wishes to 
portray, v:hen in fact those actions give 
plausibility rathcrthan detract fmm it. 

Halt does become outraged at Edna’s 
treatment in her later years, but here the 
blame does not seem to lie so heavily on 
Dicfcnbaker’s shoulders as the book 
rould like us to believe. In spite of being 
outwardly vivacious Edna wat a private 
pxson as far as her feclii and frustra- 
tions wcrc concerned, even to the point 
of kccpim the news of her f&l illness 
from her husband so that he could enjoy 
a trip to Australia and a holiday io 
Hmvaii. How then could Dicfenbakcr be 
expected to understand the depth of 
depression that saw her admitted lo a 
psychiatric hospital in the mid-194Os7 
Once she was admitted, the attending 
physicians recommended shock therapy, 
and Dicfcnbalrcr, against hi wife’s 
v.ishcs. signed for it. 

The tragedy here b born of hindsight. 
At that time Diefenbaker did not under- 
stand the nature of his wife’s illness, and 
so trusted the doctor’s recommendations 
- recommendations that growing 
medical I:nowledge and increased 
axarcncss of women’s lives in general 
have since proven wrong. 

The rcol tragedy, as Holt so rightly 
weals, is that Edna was so completely 
forgourn after her death. It ls another 
case, Holr wi&s of “. . . women who 
me abandoned by their men when i~o 
loogcr needed.” 

In 1954. the year after he married 
Olive. Diefenbakcr had all mention of 
his first wife removed from The Can* 
ditm Pclrliamenfuy Guide, and. it was 
not until 1964 that ha name reappeared. 
In his ov;n 900 pager of memoirs, Edna 
is mentioned in only seven paragraphs in 
the flat volume. It was said that he 
could not have been prime minister 
cithour her help, and yet it was as 
though all she did for him became all he 
did for hlmsclf once she died. Edna’s 
family I#:= not even invited to Diefcn- 
baker’s funeral. 

Dicfcnbaker’s second wife, Olive, 
received the public recognition that 

Prom this point of view the book is 

Edna never had. The Chief spoke about 

interesting and well worth reading, and 

her often with love and respect, giving 
her credit for his success when it ws 

in case anyone should suspect that 

deserved. However. when he died, 
Olive’s body was removed from the et- 

Holt’s feminism may have clouded her 

tawva plot the couple had bought 
together and flown to Saskatoon to be 

objectivity, take note that them is 

reburied beside her husband, who had 
changed his mind about hll final resting 

another Mrs. Diefenbaker, John’s 

place. Olive’s family was not coosulted 
about the dlsintemmnt. 

mother, whose portrayal in the book 

Edna May Browcr may not have been 
given credit for her part in the life of 

adequately counters that apprehension. 

John Diefcnbaker, but at Ieast she was 
allowed to rest in peace. 0 

REVIEW 

By GARY DRAPER 

Running in Ike Family. bx Michael 
Ondaatje, McClelland & Stewart, 207 
pages, $16.95 cloth (ISBN 0 77106884 9. 

fax NEW BOOK by Michael Ondaatje 
seems wholly different from those that 
preceded it, and wholly the same. This 
latest is a family reminiscence (Ondaatje 
calls it “not a history but a portmlt or 
*gesture”‘). Part documentary. part 
fantasy, it records his return to his native 
Sri Lanka. A far cry, I thought when I 
began it, from a cycle of poems about 
Billy the Kid, or a prose poem on the 
New Orleans jazz scene end cornetist 
Buddy Boldcn. Not so far a cry, it turns 
out. 

But how does it seem differeut7 Rrst. 
it has the flavour of autobiography. Of 
course the narrative “I” is always pre- 
sent in Ondaatje’s work. The Little kid in 
the cowboy clothes at the cud of The 
Collected Works c?f Bilb fhe Kid is the 
author. And the narrator of Comiw 
Thmh SlaughIw enters the work at 
various points with a similar kind of 

ldentifmation: “When [Buddy Boldenl 
went mad he was the same age as I am 
now.” But in Running in the Fami.9 the 
identification appears to be mom direct. 
The characters in this book am the 
author’s real family: hi father, Mew, 
his ‘grandmother, LaUa, and the rest. 
Autobiography, in other words, is not 
simply a motif hem, but a part of the 
narrative surface as well. 

Different but the same, for the char- 
acters keep outgrowing the conlincs of 
fart. Thus the narrafor (who is usually 
“I” but sometimes “he”) and the 
author may not be any more or less 
strictly interchangeable than elsewhere 
in Ondaatje’s work. In Sri Lanka, he 
says, “a well-told lie is worth a thousand 
facts.” Like Alice Mtuuo, Ondaatje 
takes what look like very pasonal risks 
in his fiction. It is always hard to know 
where th6 line is drawn. Maybe that’s 
part of the point. Ondaatje is cmttin- 
“ally slipping thmugh the net of 
categories: documentary slides into faa- 
tasy. prose into poetry, and history, per- 
sonal and otherwise, loto myth. 

There is. I think, a good deal mom 
comedy hem than in previous books. 
That’s one kind of difference. But the 
similarity to the other works is tbix that 
the comedy is seldom more than a step 
away from darkness. Ondaatjc tosses 
the coin of remembrance into the air, 
and its Lww sides - laughter sod tears - 
alternately catch the light as it falls. He 
quotes one of his dstcrs: 

. . ..ThcsMionsyouscntmemadc.iac 
very sad. remember& him [their 
father] and all those times. Of count I 
war alwa.ya the serious one among us, 
tilh no suw of humour. I showed what 
you had wilten to someone and they 
laughea and said what a ‘wonderful 
chiihood we must have had. and I said 
it was a nighunsrc. 

This passage illuDtrate5 the way in 
which factual edges are blurred. It 
appears as one of 11 numbered fmg- 
ments by different, unnamed speakers, 
in a section called “Dialogues.” What is 
also apparent here is the way that On- 
daatje undercuts the distinction between. 
the book as proc~ and as artifact. The 
%&us” arc sectloos of the book: the 
reader is thus reminded of the act of 
withxg. That happens from time to time 
thmughout this work. as it does 
throughout Ondaatje’s witlngs. At the 
end of the first ‘half-page of this book 
the narrator siys, “Half a page - and 
the morning is already ancient.” The 
reader ls being made awere of the multi- 
pliclty of things going on here, of the 
complex nature of the relation betweeu 
the a&x and the read=. 

. 

Photography is an important 
metaphor throughout Ondaatje’s wok. 
BNy the Kid opens with en empty, four- 
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inch square. and under it the words, “I 
send you a photograph of BIUy . . :’ 
And in Coming Through Slaughter: 
“There is only one photograph that 
exists of Bolden and his band. This is 
rhat you see.” Running In the Family 
includes some wonderfully evocative 
pictures that are more than simply illus- 
trations of the text. Like the pro%, they 
have the surface of documentary but the 
presence of magic. One in particular is 
central to the “analor’s journey: “My 
aunt pulls cut the alb”m and there is the 
photograph I have been waking for all 
my life.” The story that precedes the 
discovery of this snapshot is partly about 
the way the camera can be made to lie. 

In some ways, in fact, Running in the 
Fumi& is like a box of snapshots and 
tapes. From the frozen. still images, and 
the fragmentary stories told in familiar 
voices. emerges a complex and many- 
sided family portrait. There an? some 
outstanding individual shots here, of 
Lalla and of: Mervyn especially. but the 
whole pyramid of family is revealed by 
the time the box has been emptied. 

What else B familiar? There are 
thematic echoes, and repeated images: 
as elsewhere, dipsomania plays an 
important pan in this book. There ls 
Ondastje’s astonishing sensitivity to 
languu;lSe, the perfectly timed shifts of 
tense, the transformation of sound into 
meaning. 

Asin. The nilme was a gq fmm a dying 
mouth. An ancient word that had to be 
rhiyrred. would never be used as a 
ba”Ic cry. The word sprawled. 

Like a gymnast. Michael Ondaatje doa 
difficult things with such grace that they 
look easy. 0 

REVIEW 

the peb 
By JOHN OUGHTON 

West Window: The Selected Poetry of 
Gec~e Bowerlag. by George Bowering, 
General Publishing, 144 pages, S9.95 
paper (ISBN 0 7736 1103 7). 

I TOOK George Bowring out to my 
favourite Chinese restaurant in Toronto; 
it sezmcd an appropriate place for a poet 
who chooses for an epigraph “Men who 
love wisdom should acquaint themselves 

with a geat many particulars” fmm 
Hera&us. Unusually quiet for a poet 
offered a free meal, he was dressed in 
the 0x1. grey jacket of liis selected 
poems. The west window opens onto Lhe 
east eventually, I thought; chopsticks 
allow you to eat with greater particu- 
larity than forks, constructing a se- 
quence of mushmom, chili pepper. tofu. 
beef... the real, not the metaphorical. 

I b&this with the image of poetry- 
as-man since it is a fire of speech 
Bowerlng himself is fond oT: in one 
extract fmm Curfaus, reprinted in the 
prycnt volume, he imagines David 
McFadden’s poetry becoming its ‘own 
man and leaving to find a job and start a 
family. Although Bower& largely 
follmvs the example of his early influ- 
ences - William Carkx Williams, 
Charles Olson, and other Black Moun- 
tain poets - in replacing metaphor with 
dtiail. someth@g about thp image of a 
poem as a separate, living organism 
fascinates him. Perhaps in his eoncen- 
t&on on particularities and process he 
shares the urge of that quintessential 
modem man. Dr. Frankenstein, to use 
his art to make, Bs it were, new life out 
of old parts. 

Some of the parts of his poetic corpus 
&tdmated in West Window retain 
greater vitality than others. Instead of 
selecting his greatest hits from the many 
volumea of poetry he has published, 
Bowring has chosen to keep the integ- 
rity of the longer poems ( a form he 
helped promote as editor of the now- 
defunct Image) by reprinting series from 
a few collections, mululed out with a 
handful of piecea that have not before 
appeared h book form. 

The McFadden portrait mentioned 
above ls one of the 48 prose-poems 
taken from Cwfous, first published in 
1973. Each page-long plecc concerns a 
poet: an influence on Bowring. a con- 
temporary on his side in the poetry wars 
(Frank Davey, Daphne Marlatt) or the 
other (Stephen Spender, Irving Layton). 

Written in a chatty style that leans 
heavily on repetition of key words and 
ampersands, these curiosities don’t war 
very well today. One danger in writing 
about other poets is that the product is 
largely of interest only to the subject and 
a few otha writers. The man on the 
street could care less about where 
Spender kept his handkercbi$f or what 
kind of beer Raymond Souster prefers. 
Another is that what poets reveal of 
themselves in their work should be of 
greater interest than someone else’s 
perceptions of them. Thii is partladarly 
evident in Bowe.ring’s shot at Robert 
Duncan, which hiies on Bowring’s 
wife having noticed that Duncan’s pm- 
file is that of a falcon. That’s great, but 
Duncan’s own poem “My Mother 

\ 

. 

Would Be a Falconress” (“and I the 
falcon a[ her wrist”) is a much more 
inemorable effort. Useful perhaps to 
academics as an index of Bowring’s 
views of other writers. the snapshots 
from Cwious echo Gertrude Stein as 
much as they do the many different sub- 
jects they represent. 

The neat section, “At War with the 
U.S.” is a better test of Bowring’s 
talents. Here, the progress of the war in 
Vietnam (I973 version) is obxrved along 
with the first difficulties of Bowting’s 
daughter at school and his musiws 
abbut writing. The opening statement: 
“There comes a time/when we must/ 
take measures” reflects both the Black 
Mountain preoccupation with fading a 
new “meawe.” in poetry (one organic 
to the poet rather than a” imposed, fcu- 
mal mare) and Bmvering’s detemdna-. 
tlo” to make political statements in his 
work. Altemately nostalgic, awj’, pen- 
slve, and obscure, the open-ended series 
includes a fine ode to then-president 
Nixon, Svitbtg hhn to relax, toss his tie 
into the pap&shredder, and go for. a 
swim with the Black Panthers. Too bad 
Tricky Dick never read it when he 
needed it. 

The section titled “Allopha”u” ls the 
most modernist (read difficult) se.& 
tion. Puns, literary allusions, slang, and 
bandy observations like “The world’s 
meaning is exactly/fol de rol de rally 0” 
trip over each other’s tongues. From this 
salad each reader takes what he can. 
There are rewards in the series: ““QL- 
petted resonances, and some slangy 
backhands at culnnal nets. But it ain’t 
meant to be easy. the poet informs us: 
“(Shit, shore up the fragments/for 
yourself, dent expect/a fullness here, 
I’m only/one pair or ears).” 

In Curious, he defines literahxe as 
“tdling a story as it happens.” To make 
“Allophanes” eOme. alive. the reader 
has to help it happen, to participate and 
play with it... to become an anslver to 
the questions left hanging. 

The final series, Uncle L.ouis, is a 
history in couplets of growing up in B.C. 
when Louis St. Laurent was PM. It’s 
amusing, a personal history ilke a group 
of doodles on the cover of a grade nine 
textbook on The Modem Era. The 
couplets are undercut by extensive 
glosses (m the spirit-of Nabokov’s PI& 
Fire) which alternately sneer and cm- 
rect. Supplying a ready-made. sarcastic 
review, the notes point out that had Al 
Purdy taken on one cabinet meeting 
Bowerlng re.m”“ts, he “would have had 
Mr. Pickersgill peeing in the rose bush 
after the investiture banquet.” 

Also included in the back of the book 
are four straightforward prose&counts 
of Bowering’s early jobs (including one 
photographing the holes made by RCAP 
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his outrage. But one would be more 
deeply moved and troubled if Klein 
made a careful analysis of East-West 
manipulations, if he explored the 
implicatioos of a balance that was being 
sought against the same Communists he 
himPelf expressed unwavexiog dike for 
and sospicion of, sod if he admitted the 
argomeot current that another VersallIes 
could not be permitted to happen. But 
he sees in the compromises only ao 
inhuman unconcern for the violated and 
OppreSsed. 

By the same token be waoted Zionism 
to be all things sweet ami pore. col- - 
lorally enriching end moral. The 
“Ziooist ideal,” he wrote, is “an ideal 
whose entire strength liea in its moral 
claims . . . .” When the dirty palavering 
and the brutish actions associated with 
the conduct of nations under duress 
appeared in prv&raell life, Klein was 
shocked. He couldn’t match the ectlon 
with argotoeot deft enough to provide a 
constituency of support, and so prevent 
the action. (Maybe that’s why the eleo 
tars of his own constituency rejected 
him as a candidate for federal oftice io a. 
1949 - he could feel more slrongly than 
he coold reason.) 

When in 1947 two British soldiers 
were captured. held, and murdered by 
the Irgun terrorist bupporters of en 

gunners in a target piece of cloth): a joke 
that alternates the titles of Canadian 
poetry books with the phrase “Between 
thz Sheets,” carting new lust onto them; 
and a short piece that is his twist on “A 
rose is a rose....” Titled “Against 
description,” it reduces fmm a sentence 
to a single image, fmm the though1 of 
picking blackberries to, simply, 
“Black:berrieo.” This poem encap- ! 
sulates the “enigma” of Bow&g , 
referred to lo Sheila Watson’s preface. 
Avcwing to pre+mt the particular, 
eirhoot dislocating it by metaphor or 
description, he yet seems to write 
increvingly about language Itself, about 
the gap between the benies and their 
verbal tags. FVw Window shows a poet 
still in process, still lookiog for the qoec 
tions there are no rational answers for - 
exploring the space that poetry fdls. 0 

REVIEW 

Eeyond Samhtlon: Selected Bssays 
ond Editor&Is 39384955, by A.M. 
Klein, edited by M.W. Steinberg and 
Usher Caplan, L$iversity of Toronto 
Press, 551 pages, 529.95 cloth (ISBN 0 - 
so20 5566 4). 

.u. I’LEIN, the first and still the major 
Jcv:ish-Canadian poet, reveals himself in * 
much of his occasional prose as a &en- 
sitive and tragleally idealistic artist aod 
man of ideas. Author of a’ single, 
brilliant novel, The Second Scroll 
(1951). and of enough first-rate poetry 
to assure him a place among the best 
poets of the century, Klein was also a 
lawyer. a sometimes teacher, a public 
relations man for the Bmofmans, and 
on editor of Jewish paiodicals for more 
than 25 years before b&g afflicted with 
a oervoos breakdown in the early 1950s. 
He subsequently withdrew fmm public 
attention, gave up eIl the activities that 
had attracted his most intense interest, 
and died quietly in his sleep in 1972. 

Eeymd Smnbnfion is a caw.Ii~Ny 
wrought, scholvly selection from tbe 
essays and editorials he produced in his 
nwspaper years between 1928 and 1955. 
M.W. Steinberg sod Usher Caplan have 

tried to represent faithfully I&lo’s best 
jooraallstic work as well as the attractive 
character that lies behind the tireless 
editorialist. the ardeni commeotator 
upon public affairs, the advocate and 
tbeo the supporter of the State of Israd. 
If them is a problem with the more thao 
500 pages of material, it is that the 
editors&we cbdsen to select out Klein’s 
litaary comment and criticism and to 
reserve them for a separate volume. To 
snyooe familiar with The Canadian 
Jewtih Chronick? during Klein’s years, 
the literary materials have a special 
interest in themselves. Bof they also prci- 
vide a balance and a variety of tonc and 
subject in the or&al that are not 
present in this gathering. 

Beyond Sumbddon, however, has a 
very real interest of its’owvo. For those 
who lived through the years covered, 
memories. moods, and attitudes ue 
evoked that may be all but forgotten 
For thodto whom the years are only 
biibxy, me note of urgency often 

.sounded. Klein’s frequent sense of 
frutration and anger, and the clear 
revelation his statements give (however 
confident his tone) that he didn’t know 
what was coming, provide a sharp sense 
of history lo the making. 

I&lo was a Zionist from the fmt 
,litemte and stylistically characteristic 
piece io the volume until the last. His 
consid*ation of Zionist hiitory, his 
celebration of its great fgores, and his 
expressed intention to inform both the 
believer and the infidel alike make 
Beyond Sambolion a book full of 
information about the growth of Israel 
and of Jewish institutions and life in 
Canada. But the mat&k ineloded sof- 
fer fmm tbelr ‘single4odedaess and 
ardency. The opponents of a Zionist 
State are all dismissed, usually as nin- 
cornpoops; the heroes of the Zionist idea 
are all presented as mythical faures. 

Whether Klein is right in his 
jodgements is not my concern here. But 
his attitude helps to explain the book’s 
tone and what I’ve called I&in’s tmglc 
idealism. He was superb4 sensitive, 
slightly elitist, morally upright. and foo- 
daoxeotally unwilling to face the mm- 
plexities of B horrible century. ye 
believed moral reason should dictate 
action, sod he was pretty sou~c he knew 
what was morally reasonable. When 
moral-and reasonable choices we-re not 
followed, and, indeed, when the 
cmellest irrationalities and the most 
.stupeodous barbarities were pursued in 
the world, Klein expressed anger, 
anguish, and incomprehension. His ex- 
asperation. unsupported by complex 
a@&, sometimes exasperates. 

When he records with alann. for 
iostaoce, the outright pardoning or early 
release of Nazi war alminals, one shares 

. 
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Ismeli State after thev themselves had 
declared the soldiers “innocent.” Klein 
v:as uncomprehending. His reactions 
were quite unrealistic and he even sug- 
gested that agenwpmvocateurs had 
infiltrated the Irgun in order to make 
trouble for the Jews. Of the lrgunites he 
wore that they “sit in their hideouts. . . 
planning a future more hideous still.” 
Asking what could be the motivation of 
such brutality. Klein attacks one of the 
lrgon leaders: “The answer is that 
Menachcm Begin considers himself 
above the inhibitions of his silly fore 
fathers. He is a realpolitiker: he mouths 
military palaver. He is wise in his own 
conceit.” But none of those comments 
describes much of an anomaly among 
political leaders. Klein quite simply 
refused to admit realpolitik. “The tac- 
tics of Irgun.” he goes on, “constitute a 
conspiracy against Jeary.” 

Plainly, Klein lived in a contInuaI ten- 
sion between the moral basis of his 
demands upon the world and the actual 
behwiour he saw on thd smallest and 
largest stages of action. In his best 
creative work the tension he felt pm- 
rides a rich dynamism. In his best jour- 
nalll it provides insight and cutting 
irony. But it often suggests too great a 
distance between the real and the ideal 
that Klein insistently demands, and so he 
sometimes seems naive. uncompre- 
hending, and even petulant. 0 

Fblag Deeper In10 lhe Cenlary, by 
Pier Gioraio di Cicco. McClelland & 
Stewart. 92 pager. $9.95 paper (ISBN 0 
7710 2713 31. 

Tarts &d MuSgers, by Susan 
Mosgraw, McClelland & Stew&, 137 
pages, $12.95 paper (ISBN 0 7710 6660 0) 

THERE IS A recent best-seller called 77~ 
Eoo/; clfL&s that is serendipity IO the 
trivia buff. Pier Giorgio di C&o’s book 
of poem could easily have been derived 
from it. Listing as a poetic device has 
been in ose for thousands of years. one 
need only read Homer or the master, Kit 
Smart on his cat Geoffrey, but when it 

alternates with reoeated ohrasa and sew 
tlmemal nostalgi squir&g it does not 
make for very good poelry. The cover of 
Plying Deeper Into the Century is indi- 
cative of its contentx tacky collage. 

I have occasionally read fairly good 
lyrics by di Clcco, but there are few in 
this book that would warrant even a 
second glance. The best am “Estrsinge- 
me& and “The Light Is So Prepos- 
temus:’ For the most part the book is 
made up of railings against this plastic 
and doomed decade with Al Haig and 
women’s liberation vying for the 
limelight. Unfortunately these tirades of 

after-d&r burp. 
- 

“The end of the century is a bcd- 
spread up to the eyes. I wan1 to make 
ends meet,” goes the title poem. Trying 
to sound tough, di Cicco becomes bog- 
pd down in words Like “vomit” and 
“puke.” Trying to write of love hesticks 
with love and lovely. Many times this 
reader fears for di C&o’s vocabulary as 
it seems to depend on repnitlon of clich& 
after clicb& There is the o&asionaI 
attempt to rise above the abyss of WOP 
saying: 

But these rare images appear only to be 
obliterated by more trivia, mdundancy, 
and a maudlin search for love. One 
looks for lnsiits into our human 
predicament, and instead is confronted 
with a 3&year-old wblning for his lost 
youth in the ’60s. It would be refreshing 
to know that the self-loathing and 
disaost oresemed in the ooems was 
g&&e. 

There is a hacknwed stow that has 
been made into a nuiber of movies: it’s 
about a person who had one triumph 
early in life and has remained frozen at 
that age. ‘retelling the story of the 
triumph at every cocktail party on into 
his dotage. This is the plot of di Clcco’s 
poetry, and Like that end-run or fantastic 
trip to the Taj Mahal, everyone has 
heard it a thousand times too many. 

Tarts and Muggers, by Susan 
Musgrave, while sharing some of the 
devices of di Cicco’s poetry - in psr- 
ticolar the repeated phrase or line - is a 
poetry written out of a different~lnclina- 
tlon. Where di Clccn thrives on the mun- 
dane., Masgrave strives after arcane and 
mysterioos poems. In “The Pact” her 
persona states: 

I am the forest; 
w deep scent mlr 
rrgrrinst the dark. 
I ulmd 
llke dmknrsp 
end you cm lost in me. 

The question that must be asked when 

reading these poems is, “Are these truly 
poems of a woman possessed by dark- 
ness and loss, or are they made by an 
artful woman trading on a convention?” 
Individually many of the poems seem 
convincing. but mad together they 
become less so. Although the persona of 
the poems takes on the character of the 
dark, the instinct&, the venglng female 
fury, I am not among those who feel 
that “a prophetess is in our midst.” (I 
am more eoncaned that there be a poet 
in our midst.) Incantation can become 
powerful in the voice of the believer, but 
after all Musgrave is just a young 
woman, a poet who enjoys Indulging 
hersdf in playing now the Whore of 
Babylon and now the innocent victim. 
l-be poti do not convince one that 
they are by a woman who is either a 
forest or.8 witch. There a~ some good 
poems and some striking images, such 
as: 

tmlling 0 vague 
hand, J7oairing 
for the shark* sake. 

.0r 
The pit at mktnight 
en@ with snow 
like (r dwdd bread pudding. 

But if closely examined, much of the 
writing seems confosed and inmn- 
elusive: “... boots/astounded with 
sting...” are hard to imaeine, and worse 
we get phrases that abound in the poetry 
of forsaken love: 

UC co/n= O”, qf 
nowhem, tnvklbk as 
lau. 

In many ca.w good editing could have 
eliminated these defects, but good 
editing does not seem to be at hand. One 
is never sum whether the contradictory 
nature of a poem where the persona 
“half-loves” and then “loved too 
much” is an intentional attempt at sur- 
realism or whether it is just car&s 
writing. Even gtven the benefit of many 
$oubts, clarity is often sacrlfti to 
portemouslless and sound, which may 
carry the casoal reader; but not the 
dlscemlng one. 

It ls .impwpibIe to read Musgnwe 
wtthout thinking of other poets tiho 
have called forth the inanimate and 
inarticulate world to be on their side. 
One recalIs Theodore Roethke and his 
divine nonsense. Her hand ls not swe 
enough to dabble in tbls art. 

The better poems of the book tend to 
be those that are less elliptical and which 
do not rely on the dark woman persona. 
They may be more pedcstriao ia form 
and in content, yet they are more intense 
and striking in feeling. One thinks of 
“The Embalmer's' Art.” “Cominp of 
Age,” and “For Charlie Beaulieu in 
Yellowkoife . . ..‘I 

In all, these poems, selected and new, 
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are largely selected from her earlier 
books. There is but a handful of new 
ones. If you possess her earlier works 
and are not a I4lusgrave fanatic, it’s 
hardly vnxth running out to yo”r local 
book store to buy a copy. TarIs and 
J6rgg.m is not aboul either, so don’t let 
the title tantalize. 0 

REVIEW 

& DA VID STAFFORD 

The Shwing of Peaer: Canada and 
Cbe Search for World Qrder. 1943-1957, 
Volume 2, by John Holmes, University 
of Toronto Press, 443 pages, S37.50 
cloth (ISBN 0 SOZ4l5541 9). 

A* v.E *u Imw~, the more things change 
the more they stay the same. Who was it, 

for example, who said this: 
While it k fantastic to assert that the 
people of the Unlted Stata or their 
leadus wbh to dominate the world, or 
to star8 a prewntive war. it would be 
dishonest to ignore both the existence of 
influences in the Urdted Stata which 
work towards some United States 
domination of the lives of dim people. 
sad alw an attitude which might result 
in dangerously noisy sad provocative 
methods in the tssk of stemming the 
flow of Soviet intluencs . . . [Thus] the 
confidmce and suppcm of &her nations 
In the intentions of the United States 
may be weakened tcv the extent where 
the bmad aims of U.S. policy would be 
gravely undermined . . . 

No, not some exasperated European 
diplomat su~eying the current debris of 
American ‘foreign policy as Ronald 

Rather, re.fie&e~and sober Cana- 
dian diplomats in the Washington 
Embassy reporting on trehds in 
American policy in 1947. The Canadian 
Ambassador who endorsed and for- 
warded the analysts to Ottawa was 
Hume Wrong, already described in the 
preceding volume a a supreme realist. 
For tbii and other gems of wisdom he 
belongs 10 the central cast of characters 
in John Holmes’s pantheon of 
diplomatic heroes. 

This second volume (the first 
appeared some three years ago) presents 
Canada’s foreign policy in the 3943-1957 
period as a successful gsme played for 
hiih stakes by a group of admirable and 
able men. Written by an insider for 
insiders, it’s replete with those meta- 
phors of the mandarinate that set them 
apart as a breed on their own. “Bdng a 
middle power,” Holmes tells us - and 
much of this volume describes in 
thorough detail how Canada learned this 
important mle - “was hard wvork, but 
it was also good sport.” Leading the 
play for most of this period was Lester 
Pearson, whom Holmes frequently 
describes as a quarterback. and whose 
personal Super Bowl came at Suez when 
he successfully promoted the idea of a 
United Nations emergency force. “Pear- 
son’s footwork.” Holmes tells us. “had 
been danliag. Qwterback, tight rope 
walker, he became also a brilliint 
choreographer, scemuist, or stage 
manager.” Holmes’s enthusiasm is such 
that he tells us at one point that Pearson 
“had the mental as well as the physical 
power of an athlete.” Thii, surely. must 
be a mistake. 

What there can be no mistake about is 
Holmes’s close familiarity with the game 
and his loyalty to the winning team. He 
was an officer in the Department of 
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EsXemal Affairs from 1943 to 1960, and 
for much of the period was an assistant 
undewcretmy of state with special 
responsibility for the United Nations. 
He thus speaks with knowledge and 
mtthotity, but with the self-confessed 
bii. too, of a serving diplomat. Neither 
definitive history nor pure memoir. ‘it 
assumes much prior familitity with the 
outline of Canadian foreign policy. It is 
not for those who reject the notion. that 
much can be learned from the distant 
clash of memoranda. Diplomacy ls a 
recondite game, and it takes a skllful pen 
to engage the interest of spectators for 
its full length. I 

“Being an ally,” Holmes says. “is a 
condition with which Canadians do not 
come easily to terms. A country which 
for too long asroclated with and 
measured itself agabtst two great powem 
placed inordinate value on its inde 
pmdence.” His book may be seen as en 
extended elaboration of the point, which 
was esemplified in the behaviotu and 
beliefs of both dissidents and confor- 
mists. The former - whose exist&e is 
marginally alluded to - wanted Canada 
to hare no part of NATO and argued 
that independence could be preserved 
only within neutrality. The others 
disagreed. Like Holmes, their colleague, 
they thought that “NATO was a good 
club to belong to,” but that within it and 
other international organizations 
Canada should demonstrate itp inda 
pendence from Britain and the United 
States by fashioning a distinctive mle. 

This was not always a comfortable 
position to take, and it has often been 
argued that it was discredited when 
Canadhm representatives first opposed 
U.S. tactics, then voted for them in 
order to support a common westem 
front. Canada at times groped painfully 
to fmd an acceptable role in the new 
institutions of the post-war world. and 
there is much of interest here for 
students of uncertainty. What eventually 
emerged was Canada’s self-defined role 
as a middle power, which reached its 
heyday under Pearson in the 1950s. 

How did this happen? “Being the 
kind of country it was,” Holmes says, 
“ideologically towards the middle of the 
road and geographically on the 
periphery of contested areas, Canada 
turned into a middle power by dobu 
what came naturally.” But very little in 
human behavlour - and diplomacy is, 
in part at least, human - comea natu- 
rally. As Holmes points out, the shift in 
Canadian foreign policy after the war 
vu substantial. What was natural in the 
1930s was not therefore ttatural in the 
1940s. but precisely why this was so 
remains unclear. So, indeed, does the 
meaning of it all. “The middle power 

game... was essentially a.game of put- 
ting together winning coalitions.” But 
winning for what? The mstrlctlons of’ 
the basic metaphor obscure an answer. 
Games, after all, exist just to be played, 
and have no enda beyond themselves. 

“The diplomacy and the policies of 

Canada in the decade after the war,” 
Holmes concludes, “were designed for 
masters at the game.” Let us be ttub 
Canadian and even the score by chang- 
ing from an American to a British sport- 
ing metaphor. This is Tat Match cricket 
seen from the members’ pavilion. 0 

IhT.G?VIEW 

Robertson Davies on the world of the 
‘occult: ‘The real superstition is thinking that 

you can rejekt things unexamined’ 

. By i=ERENCE A4 GREEN 

ROB&ON ~~yta.5 was born in 1913 in 
Thamesville, Oat., and educated at 
Upper Canada College, Queen’s Univer- 
sity, and Balliol College. Oxford. A 
former actor, magazine editor, and 
newspapti publisher, he is the author of 
some 30 books, the most kent of 
which, High Spit% (Penguin), reiterates 
an interest in the occult that permeat= 
such novels as The Rebel Angels (1981) 
and his Deptford Trilogy, F(fth Burineu 
(1970). The Mm&ore (1972). and 
World of Wonders (1975). In 1963 
Davies became the first master of the 
University of Tomnto’s Massey College. 
Now retired, he retahts the title of 
“master emeritus,” and still keeps an 
offxe at the college, where he was inter- 
viewed by Terrace M. Green: 

Books io Canada: In your novel The ’ 
Rebel Angels, II character srrys “never 
hope to find w&iom at Ihe high colleges 
alone - comult old women, Gypsies 
wanderers, and all mmmer tipea%mt 
folk. and learn fmm them, for then 
how more knowledge aboul such things 
than all the hign colleges. “b thti advice 
that you person& would 4/fer? 
Robertson Davies: The character is 
quoting Paracelsas. And yes. it is advice 
I would offei. Pamcelsus was one of the 
very great astrologers; he was a very, 
very wise man. lie was a Swiss. He 
hadq’t much use for the high colleges, 
because one by one virtually all of them 
in Switzerland and Germany threw him 
out, because he was a nuisance. He was 
a physician, and he said “stop talking to 
me about Aristotle.” Aristotle hadn’t 
looked inside the human body. He asked 
for a corpse, to rip it up, to look inside 
it, to show them what it seems to do. 
They thought this was horri&ing. Dls- 
section of !wnan bodies was utterly 

unheard of. Aristotle had said that the 
body worked in a certain way, and that 
ws it. He kept saying you won’t believe 
what’s in fmnt of your faces -you just 
believe authority, and I’m trying to tell 
you what you can yourself observe. And 
he was a wry great man. 
,BIC: I hadn't platted on going into IIds 
but your mendon of astrology leads me 
to It. You’d mentioned elsewhere that 
your own birlhdate is Augusl 26, the 
birlhdole of St. Augusline; Tolstoy. and 
Goethe. Do you think there’s anythi& 

_ 

to all this? 
Davies: I like to tease sclentlsts about it 
because they’re so convinced there’s 
nothing in it; But they’re just eaactly the 
same kind of people, who, if they’d lived 
300 years ago, would have been astm- 
logem, and they’d have been hog-wild 
for astrology. They’re people who 
believe in authority; they believe bt the 
fashionable knowledge. Now, astrology 
is an attempt to project upon the stsm a 
kind of intuitive knowledge of what may 
r&k M somebody’s life. Astrology as 
you get it in the newspaper is, of course. 
pretty tubbishy stuff. But them have 

tions, &ch have ~subst&i &xtnt 
of truth to them. The qumtion is: how 
did they come about? 

I think quite obviously they did not 
come about by ma&g the starti they 
came aboui by intuitions. Reading the 
stats is a way of maldng lntuitlon take 
some kind of form in your head. I do 
not profess to be a believer in astrology; 
but I doi?t jeer at it either. Because, you 
know,agoodmanyyearsago.Iwas 
hounded by a friend of mine la New 
York to visit a specific astrologer. I 
went, in a calm state of mind. He read 
my chart very carefully and said that 
within a yeat I would alter my occupa- 



lion, I would work in a place where I 
wndd look out over w&r. and that I 
could be wry much among young pm 
PIP. And c-ithin a year, I’d been asked Lo 
come 10 this university and 10 set this 
college going, and to work in a study 
which at that time was in the quadrangle 
looking out over Lhepool. That does not 
make me a friend of every tea-cup 
reader. But it makes me feel that it’s 
unwise fo brush it aside too noisily. 
EiQ G.K. C/z&erfon mid, “Coin- 
cidences are spiritual puns. ” To ushot 
degree is b coincidence, to what degree ir 
it sometbii,lg eke? c 

Davies: When I was just a lad I was 
\?isiting my father in Wales, and I went 
to a church fete. There was an old Welsh 
woman who was readiqg forrunes from 
teacups in a tent, and I went in and had a 
shilling’s worth of fonune, and she told 
mc all kinds of interesting things. I 
remember she said that I was going to 
have such a happy time next Christmas 
that I’d wish it was now. Sure enough, 
Christmas came along, and I had an 
exuemely happy time. she said you’re 
.going to come under the influence of a 
man v:ho rill affect your’llfe very pm- 
roundly; and within the year I met a wry 
notable psychiatrist. Dr. R.D. Gillespie. 
He vzas kiied in the war; he was head of 
psychiatric wvices in Great Britain. He 
did influence my life -profoundly. 
because he told nie some very extra- 
ordinary things, and he was a very 
strong and influential charactw in a 
positive ray. You can’t b&h aside 
there old Gqpsies and old teacup women 
and astrologers. 
EIQ Fi’hin you’re sayiw & that the 
world is just too incomprehensible to 
ddld~ thaf you mn comprehend it. 
Davii3s: I know. The real supersdtion Is 
thinkiry that you can reject things UD 
examined. 

MC: You meruioned that you receody 
sow tbee/irm Ghost Story. 
Davier: I think it is exceedingly well 

I 3 

done. It is about a past action that 
returns to haunt some living men. and 
they are totally in its grip. II was very 
well’ performed. I think people wanted 

things. You &e, Live in an age where 
religion is very much suppressed. and 
whal used to fmd a son of home in 
religion and relIglous teaching now is in 
the psychology of most people just wob- 
bling mound loose, laoking for somb 
thing to attach itself to, and it attaches 
it&f to the supernalural. What is hap- 
pening now is what halipened a couple 
of thousand years ago when the religious 
beliefs of the Remans were running inlo 
lhe ground; they no longer had.very 
great faith in the rather peculiar r&ion 
they had at one rime made their own. 
And the history of Rome, two or three 
hundred years before the birth of Christ. 
is one of ghosts and apparitions and 
spooks and bugaboos of every’possible 

BEYOND SURVIVAL 
-’ Second thoughts on a nationalistic 

approach to Canadian literary criticism 
By Paul Siuewe 

AGAINST THE STRBAhI 
George Woodcock on the Doukhobors 

Interviews with Carol Shields and 
Richard B. Wright, and much, much more 

kind. They were always having spooks 
and horrors and bylug to come to tern18 
with the face fhat they had no channel 
for their feelings about the supernalural. 
Their religion had falled them, just as 
ours has, rather, lost its strong driving 
power. 
BIG: You have soid that tmmy pmpk 
who rtg’ect God have II sneaking occep- 
tance crf the swpematum~, and the I;reu 
d/an revo~utiiort oflcrs lhem fit& com- 
fort 
Davies: The trouble with the Freudian 
attitude toward Lhe world ls that it is 
essentially a deeply pssimisdc one. You 
know Freud’s statement thal he could 
not cure people of neurosis, he could 
only enable them to exchange their 
neurosis for ordinary unhappiness. 
Well, that’s a big deal, isn’t it? He offers 
no possibillry of change, happlnws. of a 
meliorative world - nothing of that sort . 
- it is all downhill, all reducllve. And I 
don’t think that everything related to 
mankind does run downhill. 
Rlc: From whal I know of your back: 
ground, yott’vr found II much more 
mt@facto#y r&ction of life in the. 
ps)rhologv and teachings QJ Carl Junq. 
Davies: Yes. Because it allows for hope 
and change and development in a 
positive manner. It offers a much greater 
scope for mankind to live some of the 
time happily, a great deal of ‘he time 
with satisfaction to himself and other 
people. I 
BiC: You’ve quoted Ibsen in The Man- 
ticore and other~laces: 

To live is 10 battIe with trolls 
In the vaults of hear1 and brain 
To mile: that is to sit I 
In judaemeat over one’s self. 

Who or what (1~ the ttviLr? 
Davlea: Oh, they’re complexes and 
archetypes and all the things that well up 
from the unconscious when you’re fry- 
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ing to vxite, and that have to be con- 
quered and countered. and made for a 
moment to yield up some secret. They’re 
part of the inner life. 
Elc: Wharf hcrve you meanl by the 
pbmrr “tbe wber’s conscience”? 
kwie;: If is the commitment to his work 
and to his an, which must come before 
everything else. And he must not yield to 
the very great temptation to wriw solely 
v;hat is cheaply popular. He wants, of 
course, to have people hear him; but he 
won’t do anyfhing to have people hear 
him, and he won’t wirepropaganda. He 
cvn’t vxitc to push II moral system, or 
to whoop it up for a particular nation or 
something of fhat sort. 
EC: La mesuggesr u quote thm isn’t 
.wurs: “The best literature has a deep 
and intense moral concern.” Is that 
something yml wtdd agree with too? 
Davies: Yes. But when I say a moral 
concern, 1 don’t mea” the advocacy of s 
particular kind of morality, but a deep 
concern with.certain basic things. What 
you do bears consequences you are 
somehow or other going to have to face, 
or else. by not facing them, you will 
involve yourself in very painful EOnSe- 
quencer, even if it is only a sort of half- 
lived life, a kind of stupid, know- 
nothing life. 0 

FIRST NOVEtS 
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Can romantic fiction solve de drama of 
human interaction’ by asserting that ‘there was no _ 

such thing as the right or wrong choice’? 

By DOUGLAS HILL 

The Ivory Swing, by J.& Turner 
Hospital (McClelland & Stewart, 252 
pages, $16.95 cloth), offers a mmantie 
adventure of promising complexity 
mired in a sludge of overblown prose 
and emotional clich6. There’s intelli- 
gens and feeling here, plenty of exciting. 
evems, an exotic. detailed setting, but 
the florid, lifeless dialogue and 
characterization steal the show. 

David, a professorial type with wildly 
predictable hangups, takes a sabbatical 
in South India, accompanied by his wife 
Juliet and their two children. The novel 
is primarily Juliet’s story, and told 
largely from her point of view. Against a 
murky backdrop of local customs and 
national politic& the family’s safety is 
threatened and the. m&age endan- 
gered. The plot is complicated. and if 

unconvincing, holds a reader’s attention 
. fairly well. 

Hospital does well with crosecultu~ _ 
misunderstandings, both superficial and 
deadly. And she can creale mood - the 
sensuous oppressiveness of a land 
“where tbiogs which existed in the mind 
had-more substance than the blurred 
mirage of the external world.” But she 
tends to gush, and there’s far too much 
gluey writing, too many lines like. “she 
smiled, and felt her body rising fmm the 
ashes of its rigid outrage like a phoenix, 
turning soft and moist and eager.” 

The Ivory Swig has some powerful 
scenes, much romantic titillation, one 
bit of explicit sex. It’s expertly 
researched and not uninteresting, but I 
can’t take with utter seriousness a story 
that insists on golving .what the 
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publishers refer to as rhe “drama of 
human interaction” with insigh& like., 
“Oreo rbe years she had come to realize 
there was no such rhing as the right or 
vxong choice. Only a mad taken and a 
road not taken.” 

The Pltol: Relrlbullon, by Angus Brown 
(Williams-Wallace International, 102 
pages, $5.95 paper), is a gritty. but 
simplislic little revenge-thriller played 
out against the northern Ontario bush. 
It reads as if winen for Charles Bmnson 
and the gang; moral subrlety isn’t this 
novel5 strong soil. 

I’m no, sure what is. The pmse style is 
workmanlike. but Brown’s habit. of 
chopping his already terse sentences inro 
little fragments soon becomes irrltrtlog. 
“All the beatings, the kidnapping, the 
rottenness of them. The murders of four 
innocent people. I used to think we lived 
in a democracy. Where things could be 
done through committees and voles.” 
Dkdogue (of which that was a sample) 
doesn’t sound right, and the characwrs 
are skimpy, unrealized cartoon 
characters acting out assigned roles. 
And the plot has .too many 
improbabilities, small and large. 

II concems the former members of a 
radical populist polltlcalaetion gmup 
that was set up to agitate for personal 
and community righrs (against biggies 
like the provincial government. logging 
companies, Hydra. the OPP) and then 
harasred into disbanding by these 
powerful opponents. Three of the 
group’s leaders have died in a rigged car 
craslsh: when another is tortured to death 
by the cops the four survivors work out 
a plan for vengeance. 

And tbar’s it. To say anything else 
wuld be fo reveal either the novel’s plot 
or more of its inadequacies. There just 
isn’t much here to work with. 

Oi.! THE JXKET of another hf&S pulp, 
v&e told that JocelynCobb (Belmallet, 
32s pages, $18.95 cloth) “demonstrates 
a relined literary style and mastery of the 

romanlic genre.” And that “her 
pastoral setting Is vividly detailed and 
her characters wnderfully defined.” 
Here we go again, think I. 

The Ivory Swing, Belmuller managa a 
solid, respectable competence. True, it’s 
romantic - virtue end pluck are re 
warded, endings are inevitable if not 
positively happy - and it doesn’t go far 
beyond those advertised details of set- 
ting and deflnitioas of character. But 
Cobb seems fo have a knack for the 
family-saga plot and can wite unob 
truslve dlllogue. 

The novel is set in noribern Ontario. 
(rural this time) in the Depression. The 
narrator, a young girl named Maudie 
McFarlane, is abandoned by her 

and &cl;, who’vc undertaken dairy 
farming on a large but precarious scale 
after emigrating fmm Ireland in 1916. 
Maudie’s new family, the Polkii- 

themes, includes live children; the plot 
is chiefly the story of tbelr trials and 
affections, and Maudl&s, es they mud- 
dle through childhood and adolescence, 
genteel poverty. and sudden wealth, 
towards the War and their various fates. 

There are some dark undercurrents 
here - sexual assaults, an apparent 
murder - but except for the effects on 
Maudie of her parents’ irresponsibility. 
Cobb don’t choose to plumb them. 
Instead she’s made sure of her cer- 
titudes, said a few encouraging things 
about the heart quite adequately, ti 
produced a satisfactory chunk of 
reading. Satisfaclory if you Like your 
~roloaues thus: “I& a crossroads for 

RECORDS 
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A chil’d’s Christmas on records: 

from the sensuous rhythms of Dylan Thomas 
to a soqr, querulous Scrooge 

By KEYi5Y GAREBIAN . 

FOR YOUNOS~WIS who are wary of the 
usual romper-mom tales and songs, the 
season’s recordings offer a small 
treasure of delights. (AU the records 
mentioned here are $10.98, and BIT also 
available la cassettes for $11.98). 

Carol Charming makes a delightfully 
funny Matbilde Mouse, hungry for food 
and . song, in Coleman Jacoby’s 
Mathllde Mouse and the Stem of Silent 
MlSht (Caedmon TC 1681). Although 
most of the recording is a protracted 
build-up for the “Silent Night” hymn 
beautifully sung by the St. Pancras 
Boys’ Choir, conducted by Andrew J. 
McArdk, it has diverring incldeots with 
Mathilde and Ihe tale of seven-year-old 
Hans, whose ‘insufferably quavering 
voice miraculously turns into a magical 
boy-soprano just in time for Christmas. 

Miss Charming’s Betty Boop voice, 
mated with a hotie bassoon, Is also SW 
prisingly adepr at handling Phyllis 
McGinley’s rhyming verse in The Year 
Without a Santa Claus and Olher Stories 
for Christmas (Caedmon TC 1303). 
Although Caedmon forgets Lhat today’s 
children are the TV generation, hooked 
on mh~uteloag commercials. the recor- 
ding has its genuine rewards for the 
eager and patient. EspeclaUy good 8~ 
the stories of how Mrs. Saota Claus sav- 
ed Christmas, and the Gingerbread Boy 

who Is outwitted by a sly fox. 
The cla_wlc Christmas story, apart 

fmm the ,Nativlty. is, of course, A 
ChrlstmasCaml, but thelatest. abridged 
version (Caedmon TC 1965) is not the 
best. Tom Conti’s tl$n, slightly hoarse 
voice is good for Scmoge’s flinty mlsan- 
thrope, but not for the other charact~s 
who often fall disappointingly flat or 
seem incongruous. (The Ghost of 
Christmas Present sounds, for example, 
llke a ponlillcal headmaster.) There isn’t 
enough variety and colour here to com- 
pare with the version by Sir Ralph 
Richardson, Paul Scofield, and cast, 
under the dIrectIon of Howard Sackler 
(Caedmon TC 1135). Scolield reads the 
narrative with a voice that is totally dif- 
ferent from the slow. parched sound of 
his Lear, or rhe elastic eloquence of his 
Thomas More. He also plays Marley’s 

tlon, colour, lu;d t,, are perfect. As 
Scrooge, RIchardson squeezes his voice 
to sound narrow, sour,, querulous, and 
cynical, just the right sort of uncon- 
genlaljty for the old, grumpy miser. But 
when Scrooge is converted into a 
charitable Christian, Richardson’s voice 
becomes buoyanfly cheerful. Dickens’s 
melodramatic, s,@mental fable is undl- 
mlolshfai in lls Eapacity to enteri& and 
moralll. 

http://www.inscroll.com/search0_bic.asp?begCount=1&choice=A&word=Angus+Brown
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For children who have nmre romantic 
sensibilities, there are stories of The 
Nutcmclrer and Swan Lake, read by 
Claire Bloom to the accompaniment of 
Tchaikovsky’s mule. The Nutcracker 
story (Caedmon TC ISW), adapted by 
Janet Schulman mainly from E.T.A. 
Hoffman’s TheNutcrackrand theKing 
qf hfik, runs the gamut from warm, 
tender sentimentality, through dark ter- 
ror and gaudy heroism, to a mmantlc 
fantasia. The story is not used as an 
wxsc for ballet music. There are long 
patches of narrative without any music 
at all. and elsewhere the music is cut off 
after a mere bar or two. Yet this is not to 
say that the orchestration is minimal. 
The various segments of Marie’s long 
dream have their vinuoso musical 
passages, such as the slow Oriental 
dance, the frettried Cossack number. 
and the floating waItz of the flowers. 
The endiy. when the young heroine is 
made Queen of the Land of Toys, in- 
stmcts us in the uses of fantasy, where 
“all sorts of wonderful things happen to 
those who open their eyes and hearts to 
them.” 

Equal& enchanting, but in a different 
key, is the Stoty of Swan Lake (Caed- 
man TC 1673). with its anteeedmts in 
the Arabian Nights and other Oriental 

legends. The story of Prince Siegfried, 
his mother, the Swan-Princess Odette, 
and an evil sorcerer is condensed to one- 
thlfd of its original length, but the text 
never overwhelms the music, played by 
L’Orchestre de la Suisse Romande under 
the direction of Emst Ansermet. 

In a much more minor key ax Jean de 
Bmrdi~ff’s Babar stories (Caedmon TC 
1488) and Michael Bond’s Paddington 
talcs (Caedmon TC 1621). The Babar 
tale, which find human characteristics 
in elephants and other animals, are given 
Gallic charm by Louis Jourdan. So- 
meone should make a psychoanalytic 
study of the masons for turning animals 
into humans. I know stnnaone already 
has explained why bears am important 

Mich@ Bandthat his P&idbtgton bear 
is not half so effective when read in the 
author’s Berkshire, runaway-locomotive 

style as he is on paper. If a smry can’t be 
read well to chIldten, it shouldn’t be 
rrad at all. 

Teens who want -cue. from their 
catatonic peers. hypnotized by Pa* 
Man, should turn to the captivating 
stories from Lord Dunsany’s Book of 
Wonders (Caedmon TC 1963). read by 
Vincent Price. Lord Dunsany was a 
writer, poet, playwright, lecturer, 
soldier, sportsman, counhy sqnlre, and 
trwe8e.r. and hi four tales on this 
recording are versions of tall tales, 
fantasy-adventure, and sophisticated 
entertainments. “The Club Secretary” is 
a whhnsical yam about a visit to a club 
for immortal poets, where e.ve.n waiters 
and ha&porters are such personages as 
Alexander Pope. A coniplete change of 
fantasy occurs in ‘LThe Hoard of the 
Gibbelll.” a hemic adventure about a 
knight’s quest for treasure in a land ter- 
rorized by a dragon. “Chu-Bu and 
Sheemlsh” is a clever parable of schisms 
and idols, and the’ pantheon of rival 
deities ls solemnized and mocked with 
expertly sly sathe. The lightest piece is, 
pahaps, “Making Pine Weather.” 
where comedy breaks out with wry mis- 
haps. The narrator’s gentle skepticism 
mocks the mythyof scientific power, and 
seals the impression of Lord Dunsany as 
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en urbette writer of leisurely wit and in- 
wtllon. 

Fallher more pretentious is Frank 
HczbbeR Fads Wk God Emperor OF 
Dune (Caedmon TC 1694). Although he 
strives for a quasi-biblicairhetoric that is 
rife c&h poetic metaphor, Herbert’s 
many banal passages and aphorisms 
sound like a weird cross-breeding of 
Gibran, Confucius, and Erich Segal. 1 
am not, I mnfess. a devotee of science 
fiction, primarily because I have never 
found a test of impressively hii literary 
quality, and nothing in Herbert induces 
me to chaage my mind. These excerpts 
From hls story are a bizarre mmpcndium 
of ecology, theology, anthmpology, and 
geography, filled with 0 jargon and 
pseudo-profundities about “the psyche 
of there-grown flesh.” time running out 
for any finite observer (a tautology for 
all seasons!), and short-tam decisions 
that don’t work in the long term. What 
can be said of a character who& idea of 
prescient power Is to metamorphose into 
a givlt sandworm? This recording Is 
purely for addicts. 

Bright teenagers might, however, try 
Survival Ship and the Shdae oFTempta- 
tion (Caedmon TC 1593), read by Judith 
RI&I, one of the first women writers of 
scicace fiction. The tirst story is too ob- 

prirc feminist ending, but it has a gloss. 
“The Shrine of Temptation” is written 
as an anthropological report, but it has 
such charm aad spiritual mystery that its 
sophistication, which might otherwise 
deter teenage=. is a high vamlsh for a 
tale about cultural assumptions and a 
miraculous shrine at the outpost of a 
planetary civillltion. 

Pmwcious teens can have Dylan 
Thomas Etcadlng “A Child’s CbrMmas 
in ~Jz-dcs” and Five Poems (Caedmon 
TC 1002). as long BS they are sensitive to 
poetic language that curls amund 
memory. Thomas sings prose like none 

can. H&y a seatence g&s by without 
some sensuous image or hypnotic 
metaphor. and the texture, rhythm, and 
emotion of his boyhood remlIections are 
a golden. honeyed reminiscence. As he 
recalls “those years around the sea- 
turned comer” when December was “as 
white as Laplaad” and where he wanted 
to snowball the cats who wisely ne-ver 
appeared. his sharp pictorial details 
create a memory-fti of boyhood idylls, 
mhth, mlschlef, glee, and prayer. His 
scenes of Mr. Prothem smackiu? at a 
fire with a slipper, as if conduct& aa 
orchestra, or of snow falling “like a pure 
and grandfather moss,” or OF Aunt 
Hannah singing in a snowbound’ back- 
yard like a drunken thrush, or of the 
close and endless night, are m&al and 
liberating. 

On side two Thomas recites “Fern 
Hill ” “Do Not Go Gentle into that 
Godd Night.” “In the White Giant’s 
Thigh,” “Ballad of the Long-Legged 
Ball,” and “Ceremony Atkr a Fire 

Raid” - all stlning treats For adults. 
His heavily alliterative, assonantal verse 
rings liie pebbles in the holy stream of 
human creativity. I must be hcmesl: buy 
this recording for yourself. 0 

ART BOOKS 
IF . . d 

Round two: more heavyweight titles, 
from A.Y. Jackson’s, Arctic to a waspish 

look into the State’s bedrooms. 

By GARY MICMEL DAULT 

THE moutt~e WITH gift books is their 
overweening will to celebration. When 
formal and emotional extravagance is 
the armature on which a book is wound, 
it is diFfEalt to keep it from settling into 
that long anticlimax that ls bathos. 

The Beglnalng OF Vklon: The Draw- 
l@ OF Lawren Hanis (Douglas & McIn- 
tyre, $60.00) struggles mightily against 
thii celebrational undertow. Its intel- 
llgegt text by Robert Fulford and Joan 
Murray, however, is unable finally to 
stave oFf the hii-book-wllapse that is 
the inevitable end of any attempt to en- 
shrine Harris’s not-very-excltlng draw- 
lngs in a port-a-museum as big as the 
Ritz. Harris is absorbing to critics 
because Df his patrician beginnings as a 
Massey (and eventually Massey-Harris) 
heir and subsequent underwriter of 
many of the linaacial needs of the 
Group of Seven he did so much to 
establish. He is absorbing, also, because 
of his lifelong wrestle with theosophy, a 
pseudo-discipline that always seems to 
suggest danguously murky thinking on 
the part of its adherents and, in Harris’s 
case, seemed especially inappropriate, 
somehow, for a man imbued with the 
heavy no-nonsense values of an Ontarlo- 
hardened Victorian Industn‘alism. What 
is more, Harris’s gradual progress from 
paiatiag Toronto houses to his obsessive 
pursuit of the ultimate mea&g of 
mountains. and his journey beyond that 
to the airy realms of pure tiual Form, is 
not only a provocative demonstration of 
theosophy at work; it is also an ape&I- 
ly poignant charting of the loneliness of 
the long-distance abstractionist making 
his way through a culture that steadfast- 
ly regsrded any deviation fmm realism 
as errant nonsense. Now all thii would 
be more mmpellmg if only Harris had 
been a more exciting draFtsman. 

The trouble, as Pulford and Murray 
know, is that once you get beyond the 

mottntehts, you get to e Hanis who is 
suddenly Little more than an aesthetic 
curiosity. W’hich is no way to build your 
book to a climax. The authors are 
honest enough to point all this 0111: 
“When he surrendered his subject mat- 
ter. . . ;’ they tell us, “he lost his abllty 
to stiay us.” But by then they are work- 
ing toward what ought to be an 
apotheosk - an apotheosis, at least, 
devoutly to be wished. There ls finally 
no place to go hut to describe Harris’s 
intellectual and stylktic lsolatlon and, 
apparent&, to give the book over to the 
fhuterlng commcmplaoer of wltnesser 
like B.C. painter Gordon Sn$h, who 
zglfPntrlbuted this little ffigree of 

’ : “He wa such a mystical, 
marvelous man. He was a philosopher 
and a poet, an extraordinary maa. He 
had a uemendouspreseirce. His wife too 
was %solutely marvelous.” It is distress- 
ing to see the l%dford-Murray team actu- 
ally reduced to the patient reeordii OF 
this kind of blather at the high point of 
what purports to be a serious study. 

But of muse there you have the pm- 
blem. No doubt the idea for the bii 
book came fust. Then the marshalllug 
of all these alarmingly ordinary sket- 
ches. Then the nd to dress up the 
package with Fulford-Murray ex 
/n&in/z of a text,’ all brlsding with 
earnestness and authority. And it 
doesn’t work. The book is Formally 
atlractlve enough. Good-looking, actu- 
ally. But that is surely not reason enough 
to bother. Yes, Harris “BS an inter- 
esting, if rather aloof and unknowable 
man. Yes, F’ulford and Murray know 
what makes him interesting. And they 
know at what point he fails, and why. 
They should have written an article 
about him and let it go at that. 

A.Y. Jackson was a sliglitly more invl- 
gorating draftsman than Harris (just 
sUghI/y more., not much more). His 

http://www.inscroll.com/search0_bic.asp?begCount=1&choice=A&word=Lawren+Harris
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drax+nps tended to be more frenetic 
than Harris’s, more hectic and immo 
diate and lacerated with notes and 
scrawled reminders about colour and 
mood. There is a new suite of them 
available in A.Y. Jackson: The ArelIc 
1927 (Penumbra Press, 826.00), a hand- 
some slipcased presentation of the draw- 
ings and two diaries from a seven-week 
trip Jackson made with his friend Dr. 
F.G. Eanting through the Eastern Air- 
tic. Published as a celebration of A.Y.‘s 
centenary. this new portfolio of draw- 
ings has all of the delicate rightness of 
scale, the typographical beauty, the for- 
mal modesty that The Beginning of 
Vision lacks. It also has a mercifully 
brief introduction by Naomi Jackson 
Groves. A.Y.‘s diaries by themselves 
lack something I suppose one could call 
buwancy - but he wasn’t. after all, a 
wit-$T. 

Hugh Dempsey’s History in Their 
Blood: The Indian Portraits of Nicholas 
de Grandmaison (Douglas & Mclntyer. 
840.00) is one of the most irritating 
books of tbe year, maybe of the decade. 
Nicky de Grandma&on was born in 1892 
into a noble French family in Czarist 
Ruursia. His flight fmm the Bolsheviks 
led him finally, in 1923, 10 Canada, 
where he settled down to become - of 
all things - the indefatigable painter (ii 

oil pastels) of the Indians of Saskat- 
chnvan and Alberta. A hopeless mmak 
tic of a rather balmy kind, de Grand- 
maison‘ idealized his native subjects in 
ways that are both alarming and funny, 
fancying his Indiin friends IO be the 
noble survivors of plains wars waged 
befoie they were born and improving 
their heavj features with cosmetically 
cleft chins, alpine cheekbones, and 
haughty disaffiliated jawlines, so tbaL 
they look the way cartoonist Frrd Har- 
inan used to draw Red Ryder and Little 
Beaver. De Grandmaison was after 
“pure” Indian faces and. by god. he was 
going 10 get them. Hugh Dempsey 
assures us that De Grandmaison’s paint- 
ings were “so faithful’* that at the sight 
of a departed relative, an Indian woman 
might be heard to exclaim “Ki-ai- 
yowww. . . it’s just like him.” On the 
other hand, “sometimes an Indian 
might gaze for a long time at a picture of 
someone who was supposed to be his or 
her grandfather or uncle. Finally the 
person would nod hesitantly and say, 
‘Ah, it’s him all right, but he looks 
kinda different. He’s a lot handsomer 
than I remember him.“’ I’ll say. Where 
BIT the Stephen Leacock Awards when 
we need them7 De Gmndmaison died in 
1978 and was buried as Enuk-sapop (Lit- 
tle Plume.) in a Blackfoot ceremony on 

. 

the Peigan Reserve in Alberta The Bank 
of Montreal promptly bought UP the art- 
ist’s collection of ine@icably hoarded 
paintings, and this is it. Ah, well. 

Another irritating and funny book is 
Maureen McTeer’s Roridences: Homes 
of Canada’s Leaders (F’rmtice-Hall. 
$24.95). Pierre Berton points out in his 
Heritage-fuelled introduction that 
“apart from Maryon Pearson, Piem 
and Margaret Trudeau, and her own 
husband, Ms McTeer is the only living 
Canadian to have occupied all three 
Prime Ministerial residenca” (24 Sussex 
Drive, X&rrington Lake, and Stomo- 
way). 

Nevertheless, McTeer’s title potted 
history and ahthropology of life at the 
political top remains unsatisfactory 
either as a study of interior design or BS 
am engaging look at the mighty at home. 
Full of grimy snapshots and lifeless 
anecdotes, Residences rim to the level 
of entertainment and enliitenment 
only when it gets warpy belween the 
lines. There is a wonderrul caption to a 
photo of a room at Sussex Drive: “Once 
used as a private bedroom of the Prime 
Minister’s spouse, thii.mom is now a 
den, here decorated for use by Prime 
Minister Clark.” And how about this 
for den: 

A-s the hall from the matter 

em. 3.5. 
mdsoldwmtcb. 
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bcdmom is what has become popularly 
known 8s Margaret Trudeau’s “frec- 
dam mom,” modemi?.ed in an attempt 
to aeate a quiet corner where she could 
relax. Originally used by the St. 
Lautents as a mom where family and 
friends could meet for an evening of 
cards, it setwd as P worL+g mom for 
both Ms. Pearson and Mrs. Diefen- 
baker. The latter spetu even morning 
there anrwily by hand as muny as 
J-&v lerrcrs. 

But that sort of thing is the funny ex- 
ception to the book’s rule. The role is 
unrelieved tedium and wihess gurgle: 

One of the funniest evenings I have ever 
experienced was the direct rmdt of this 
hnting pmblem. One evening aI~a din- 
ner, fro clore friendp and I went up- 
stairs to r&x and listen to records. 
Within five minutes of turning on the 
space heaten and the lights two fttsa 
blew. We replaced them and. having 
turned off the .tpace heaters, turned at 
thertereo. Two more fuses blew. Joking 
about not paying hydra bills. we teplaw 
ed these fuses as well, then sat wrapped 
in mohair blankets, listening to music 
from the excellent stereo by candleliihr. 
Fontmalely, our ftiendr have a mar- 
wllous sense of humour. 

What a fun bunch. 
William Bernstein’s and Roth 

Gawker’s Contemporary Canadian 
Arcldteeture: The Mainstream ,and 
Beyond (Pitahenry & Wbiteside. $25.00) 
is a welcome relief from all this silliness 
and pretentiousness. A sensible if nor 
mercurial examination of major Cana- 
dian arcbltectoral projects from Bxpo 
thmugh the National Gallery eompeti- 
tion of 19X-77 on to ambitious nfigur- 
ings of our country’s major cities (The 
Eaton Centre in Toronto, Vancouver’s 
Robson Sqaare, Halifax’s Promenade, 
etc.), Contemporary Canadian Arcbik- 
ture is a satisfying detailed exploration 
of the ways in which our architects and 
planners have soccecded (or Failed) in 
makii our cltiea work better while 
maintaioing a sometimes vivid sense of 
architectural history and honest human 
usefulness. The authors’ discussion of 
Montreal architect Melvin Chamey’s 

rhe Montreal Olympiur (C-onidart) 
one of the clearest this absorbing bit of 
arcbitectorsl history has ever received, 
and their analysis of the Bmlon Myers/- 
Jack Diamond Innis College building at 
the Univnsiw of Toronto is a model of 
elegant, con&e axrhiwctural diwwse. 

Freeman Patterson’s Photoeranhv of 
Natural Things (Van tio&nd 
Reinhold, 526.95 hardcover, $15.95 
paper) is a sort of insdtinr auto 
biography of taste for this Maridme 
photographer. His constant rapture (“a 
sense of open space frees one’s bpirw’) is 
tiring to me, but apparently helpfoI or 

inspiring to his many fans. The book is a 
how-to manual preltied up with splen- 
dour in the grass and all that. Not for 
the squeamish. 

British Columbia, This Favoured 
Land by Liz Bryan (Douglas & Mcln- 
tyre, $35.00) has photographs in colour 
(good colour, too) by a clutch pf 
Canada’s nature photographers, and 
watercolours by wildlife artist Jack 
Grundle. The text is plodding. The book 
production itself, above average. 

Csnadlsn Songbirds and Their Ways 
(Tundra, S39.95) by Trudy and Jim Ri+ 
ing, with bird paintings by Kathryn 
De%-Miller, is a more cjtarming and 
useful book than the story-book packag- 
ing would lead one to expect. Beginning 
sensibly with a discussion of why birds 

are able Lo fly in the first place, the 
authors take the reader on a heady and 
downright encyclopedic tour through 
the entire world of Canadian birds, a 
tour that is so infectious that if you’re 
not a bird-fan& by the end of it (or 
indeed by a chapter into it), you have an 
unquickenable spirit indeed. A very nice 
job. So also is Mary Ferguson’s and 
Richard M. Saunders’ Cansdlnn 
WIldflowers Throu&!b the Seasmu (Van 
Nostrand Reinhold, $29.95). Though 
not as rigorous or detailed 89 the bird 
book, this handsome collection of col- 
our photographs nevertheless provides 
an adequate amount of lnfonnatlon for 
the rural delecmtion of any reader who 
is not a botanist. A good book to keep in 
thecar.O ’ 

cooKBooKs 

Thousands of delicious ways to celebrate the . 

season, from carioca flahs to tofu - that 
Great White Schmoo of contemporary cuisine@ 

ByDuBARRI’CAMPAU . 

THE VARIETY OF cookbooks that pile up 
on my desk contlnoes to amaze and 
sometimes appal me. If we Canadians 
are really this much into food, it’s sur- 
prising we can take any lnrerul at all in 
making love. politics, and hockey.. We 
must be putting belle+iettm on hold 
while we iead about ethnic menus, salt 
free diets, what to do with left-over& 
how to develop a baby’s taste buds, and 
tofu as a life force. 

In and among Lhe rather far-out 
volumes, however, some rather splendid 
ollg do come along - fun to read. good 
to look at, and practical to we. One of 
the recent best is the Hadasmh Wl!lZO 
Cookbook (Hotfig. 324.95 cloth), put 
out by the Edmonton chapter of that 
organization. The recipes are 
marvellowly flavourful, and their 
aromas all but waft ooL from the shm- 
ning mloured illustralions. There’s an 
international ze.% about it all that makes 
you want to pull out every poI and pa” 
in the house’ and get cracking on a 
chicken with 40 cloves of garlic. amor- 
etto pie, and broccoli cheese crgpes. 

Another d4lght is Bncom by BeIty 
Jane Wylie @IcClelland & stewart, 
312.95 paper). If you keep this handy 
you’ll have the emptiest frklge in town. 
She m think of something sensible to 
do with every left-over you’ve ever 

thought you were saddled with for rhe 
season. Almost any kind of once-cdtiked 
beef can be merrily diioi%d in her 
T911rli6re Anglaise or beef rolls, and she 
has a lot of ideas for using stale bread 
other than feeding it to the birds. It’s 
written with engaging humour and in a 
casoal manner that makes it all seem 
=sY. 

I’nftotally beguiled by James Barber’s 
culinary comic books. His latest, FIPsh 
in the Pan (Dottglar & McIntyre, S6.95 
paper), ls packed with good, quick, . 
novel ideas. Where else would I have 
found a Parsec method for mildcurry 
with the meat of your choice? Or duck 
with spicy red cabbage? Barber is 
especially helpful for the inexperienced 
cook - he all but holds your band while 
youputadishtogelher-andtheresolts 
will delight a gowmet. 

The Wine and Food of Europe, by 
Marc and Rim Millon (Webb&Bower/ 
Methuen. $19.95 cloth) is a well-illos- 
trawl survey of the gustatory and 
bibulous highlights of France, central 
Europe, Italy, Iberia,-and &.Balkans. 
It gives the untravelled reader a fairly 
comprehensive idea of what he may 
expect in Lhe countries of his perhaps 
projected tour and recaptures, for the 
experlencea wrist, some remembered 
pleasures. The emphasis is more on @ne 
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thao food, and this is useful because 
many cioes are more readUy exportable 

and delicate fish souffle - one of my 
favowitcs. Another is her sour cream 

them in theii own neighb&whood~. 
Food 101, by Cathy Smith (McGraw- 

Hill Ityerson, $7.95 paper), is aimed at 

iog on their &I. emphasis is on 
meals that are cheap and easy to pm 
pare. and it &oukl cot down drastically 
oo the number of takeout pizzas and 
TV dinners that are nommUy sold to this 
demographic group. Like Barb?. Smyth 
leads the reader gently through the 
puzzlements of shopping as well as 
roasllng, baking, frylog, bmUlng, and 
seewing. and she keeps the necessary 
equipment to a minimum. “This book is 
designed for students,” she says, “sioce 
they are notoriously bosy, poor and in- 
experienced in the kitchen”; but to how 
many others these words cao apply. 

Best Desserts Ever, published magni- 
fEently by the great Larouse (Hurt& 
S32.95 cloth), is too beautiful to keep Zo 
the kitchen - it’s a natural for your cof- 
fee table. Thank God I don’t have a 
sweet tooth, for even without it the full- 
page, full-colour iUustrations of a 
catioca flan. lemon mousse, tid straw- 
berry g&au (it looks more architectural 
thao gustatory) had me se&ii a bit. 
What it might do to those of you who 
dmol over Twinkies 1 don’t really Like to 
think. 

Another well!dcs&ned and well-Ulus- 
trated book, but from a vastly different 
area, is Georgian Bay Gourmet 
(Georgian Bay Goonnet’s Publishing 
Ltd., $14.95 paper). In thii thc’emphasis 
1s on vdnter entertaining, and the book 
iodudes recipes and menos for Parties, 
holiday meals, and suppers. There is also 
a special section for children’s and 
teenagers’ festivities. Don’t miss the 
googere with ham and mushrooms - it 
may sound tricky but it works ddici- 
oudy and would do for any kind of 
entertainment. The stracciatdla, chicken 
soup with tlakes of a and cheese, is 
Iucioos. Hmvever, don’t take the dire 
tioos for drinks tod literally - the 
amounts of liquor are woefully scrimpy 
for anythinp but a teetotaler’s spree. 

Admiring the grace and assoraoce 
with which she pots together a meal in 
full view of at least three TV cameras 
gives me contidence in anythiig Ruth 
Fremes tells toe to make. Her What’s 
Cooking, Volume Two (Methut, S9.95 
paper), is again taken from the r&pea 
she has used on her tdwisioo programs 
and, like them, they will result in dishes 
that are not overly complicated to 
prepye, look attractive, and taste 
au~entically of their ingredients. Her 
seasoning enhancea but does not dis- 
yhe. A good example of this is the sim- 
ple clamato sauce wd with an +gmt 

with a pinch of oreg&. 
sense of tlavour and you can trust her 
with any herbs and spices. 

The Better Homes and &dens cook- 
books have been coming out for more 
than 50 years and have provided the 
back bones of most kitchens all over 
North America. The BH%G New Cook- 
book (Maredith Corporation/General 
Publishing, SZl.95 doth), has been rx- 
edited for today’s streamlined Living. 
and there is special emphasis on nut& 
tion and ecoooow. There ax charts for 
each section, gi&g the caloric content 
and nutritionaI analysis of each recipe, a 
tremendous help ta anyotu tryiog to 
keeo hhelf and his family on any kbfd 
of diet, especially a well-balanced one. 
In the back of the book is a section call- 
ed “Special Helps” which is packed with 
common senze and “ncommo” sugges 
tions. The bulk of the recipes are stan- 
dard family fare, which isn’t to say-they 
aren’t exceUent, and it’s perfectly pas- 
sibla to gussy them up to suit your latest 
whim. 

Sosao Mend&on exodesioie de vivre 
at the very thought of fw.d, and she is 
now b&konbxg childten to come and 
join ha in the fun. Let Me in the Klt- 
ches is subtitled A Cookbook for Ki& 
and Other Flmt i’imes (Douglis 8% 
McIn~e, $9.95 paper). The recipes. 
akhoogh there aren’t too many of them. 
are for the kinds of things chUdren really 
do like to eat. Waffle& for instance. But 
even if they succumb to the frozen, 
toaster-cooked kind, here are four 
delidous and different toppings for 
them and pancaked too. The m&y tuna 
sand&h should have every school child 
rushing home at noon to make his own, 
and there’s a dead-on Fettttcbd Alfred0 
that he can make for dinner for the 
whole family. Several salads with inter- 
esting dressings might well encourage the 
young to take an interest in their veggies, 
and there are cookies and candies 
enough to distract them from those 
wildly expensive chocolate bars. This 
would be a deliihtftd’present for any tot 
old enou& to read and light an oven. 

The Abbey Cookbook: Insplnd 
Redpea from the Cheat Atlanta Restan- 
rant (Harvard Common Press, S¶.9S 
paper) is by its chef, Haoa Bertram. and 
he’ll have to forgive me if I don’t know 
his mt restaurant because I’ve never 
been to Atlanta. Nevertheless, if I do get 
there I will certainly drop in because I do 
like his style1 His sauces alone would 
fetch me there. .For instance, Velvety 
White Sauce made with stock, c&me 
fiaiche, shallots, butter, flour, white 
wine, heavy cream. white pepper, and 
egg yolks - Lk/ And there’s a lobster 

sauce that indudes more ingredients 
than my endre Christmas dinner. He 
suggests that it be used with a stuffed 
salmon en croute - and w4 nok? Most 
of Bertram’s recipa would be a magnifi- 
cent chalknge for a competent cook, but 
those of us who don’t feel up to taking it 
should charter a bus and head for the 
Abbey. 

Now we come to wbat I call (only to 
myself) do-gooder cookbooks. Their 
intent is to improve your diet and your 
health. not to ret you to chuckling with 
an owrdosz of chloresteml or salt. 

CooZdng with Tofu. by Christina 
Clarke (Avon Books, $4.95 paper). in- 
dudea so many different things to do 
with that white stuff I am rendoded in- 
stantly of the Schmoo, a beast that ap- 
peared .ao eon ago in the L’U Abner 
comic strip. Its flesh was aU white meat, 
it gave milk and laid eggs: if it had had 
spinnch leaves for feathers it would haw 
been a total diet. Well, it seems that 
that’s what tofu is-you can scramble it 
with eggs, slice and d+l it for sand- 
@ha. turn it into tofuburgem or cheese 
cake, pan fry it and serve it with tutar 
sauce, and know, all the while, that it is 
90 per cent digestible and provides, in 
one serving, more than a quarter of an 
adult male’s protein needs. 

If you’re into nothing bllt,veggies, you 
can find some really good ways to cope 
with them in The Bert of Jenny’s Kit- 
chen by Jennifer Raymond (Avon 
Books, S4.95 papa). She “sea a lot of 
tofu too, but the& i~one biher tomato 
soup, whiih is ddidously seasoned with 
garlic, basil, and dii. And it is her 
general attitude toward seasoning that 
makes most of her recipes excellent ways 

dueq. 
Apparent& we all use more salt than 

weneed-andsomeofosneedevenless 
than that - jo Condhuents to the Chef, 
by. Ida Broneau (Porbes Publishing. 
m.95 paper), is a sensible book to have 
on hand. even if you don’t use it totally. 

pungent can take the 
salt - and she has proved it to me with 
her frcnch dressiag. herb sauce, and 
gadic dressbtg. Her meat and vegetable 
dishes are almost all Znterestiogly spiced 
and herbed and should be tangy enough 
to keep anyone from missing his usual 
salt over&ii. 

The New Cadadbm High Energy Diet,’ 
by Sandra Cohen-Rose and Dr. Colliri 
Pmfidd Rose (Corona Publishers. 
$22.50 cloth) is serious and sciantific. Its 
the& 3s that high carbohydrate diets are 
benct%al not only for heart disease 
patients but for aU of us - they’ll make 
us tbin and bouncy1 However, the book 
itself reqti careful study. It’is not 
one of those how-to-lodk-and-fed- 
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marvellowin&ours primers - it 
requires you to pay attention and to alter 
rotir lif&yle. 

I couldn’t finish without hduding 
hlndame Bmoit, the doyenne of Cana- 
dian cooks, but this time she leaves me 
with lhfle to say. ala% The Convection 
Own Conlrbook (McGraw-Hill Ryer- 
son, 916.95 cloth) is something I am not 
qualitied to comment on as I have barely 
graduated from open-fire cookery. 
However, for those among you who are 
really liviw in today’s world, by all 
means trust Madame Bmoit - she 
alv:ays knows best. 0 

caucus that took up her cause but I who 
raised the issue! 

MS Ndson’s comments are repugnant 
fo me as an artist. I will not support 
muss apartheid. There is simply a 
human muse and some of usire lucky to 
have that diise. 

J. Rosenblatt 
Qualicum Beach, B.C. 
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Sir: 

Kevin Roberts em in falling to report 
the tinal resolution of tbe League of 
Canadian Poets’ annual meeting: to 

LElTms 

Sir: 

I would like to reply to Sharon Ndson’s 
hysterical letter in your November issue 
over Kevin Roberts’s article (Field 
Notes, August-Seplember). 

I meat being linked 10 some amor- 
phous sociely of alleged warthogs of 
male chauvinism. or any sexist cabal. I 
found myself growing a hirsute ward all 
over my distorted body by the time I 
finished readi% Ms N:lson’s hahy 
letter. 

I wish to inform your maders that I 
have gone on record as supporting a 
complete investigation of those charge5 
of sexism within Ihe League and in so 
doing have supported the right of the 
feminist caucus to exist so that this 
group can substantiate those hideous 
charges. I have done this despite the fact 
that the Writers’ Union of Canada has 
no open feminist caucus, and rherefore 
the League is possibly the first to set a 
prwdent on the issue of feminism in a 
society of artists. 

ivls Nelson’s group started the war by 
mindlessly mailing out an invitation on 
Leasue sIarionery to our female 
members to attend a feminist conference 
last year thus conveniently diminating 
the male portion of our organization - 
and me, as ifs f%st vice-p&dent - 
from attending that conference. 

I have verbally hammered a past 
ewcurive member for making what I 
b&eve to be a sexist statement when he 
introduced one of our members at the 
International Poetry Festival in Toronto 
last summer. It was not the feminist 

committee of the organization. It is now 
a standing committed, the Feminist 
Caucus Committee, and take note: the 
word “feminist” includes men. 

Far worse, however. than Roberts’s 
macho piece is your own cynical 
dllreg@ for the woman’s point of view, 
which ought to have been written by a 
woman or a man who attended the 
workshops. This grave error on your 
part leads one inevitably to an analysis 
of Books in Caaada. The August- 
September issue’reveds flagrant discri- 
mination. Out of eight features, only 
wo are written by women, aad only one 
feature concerns a woman’s writing. Out 
of 11 books reviewed, only four are by 
women. Them appears to be only one 
woman reviewing hem, and she reviews 
Feline. As for your departments, the 
only women involved are listed under 
Paperbacks, Children’s Books, and 
Magazines. 

If this isn’t the worst put-down of 
women in Canadian magazines, I’d like 
to know of any runners-up. It’s time you 
woke up, man. 

Dorothy Livesay 
Gallano, B.C. 

0 

Sk: 
Kevin Roberts’s article is a bit mixed in 
the sense that it skstches around two 
quite separate issues: a) The League of 
Canadian Poets has had some recent 
discussions about feminism; b) there has 
been a rreent decline in Canadian 
reading attendaxes and booksala. The 
article seems to suggest ihat these two 

What R6bertr~oesn’t seem to remg- 
nia is that b) the current inflation isn’t 
caused by Literature, it’s a monetary in- 
flation; and a) women’s writing is a bb 
general issue right now, larger than 
regionalism or political labels. Therefore 
a feminist caucus, open to men and on 
normal cnmmunicative terms with the 

execudve committee, is a good way to 
discuss what’s happening in women’s 
writing, what issues am affecting women 
wTheIs, what time lags may exist in 
women’s publishing. All very simple. 

None of the League’s abilities to 
organize readings, which ir dorr very 
well, end none of the League’s ability in 
service publishing, pamphlets, dire+ 
mrks, carselte tapes, etc., has been 
weakened in any way by the develop- 
ment of a femhdst caucus. On the’ con- 
trary, the caucus puts the League more 
consciously in line with different 
changes taking place in Canadian and 
American socioIogy and Iitemture at the 
present time. 

David Donndl 
President 

League of Canadian Poets 
Toronto 

lbpalahat liws 

Sir: 

I wish to correct a statement made in 
your AugustSeptember issue about The 
Matah& Rev&w. AIthough I am leaving 
the editorship at the end of the present 
academic year&he magazhm hsdf will 
continue publication under a new editor 
who has yet to be appointed. Until that 
new editor is appointed, the Review is 
not accepting submissions. 

Robin Skdton 
Vicforla 

f.xr#wTNO. 78 

“Bewitching” - Susan Musgrsve 
“Smack-on” - John Bdushi 

wmsa hwtttcaTtN0 geniuses at 
McCIarkan & Newspider have been 
working overtIme looking for prominent . 
personalities to eontribute frothy dust 
jacket blurbs for theit latest epic. But 
more and more. we’ve noticed that the 
blurbs say as much about the.quotees as 
they do.about the books they’re mdors- 
ing. We’ll pay $2.5 for the best list of 
jacket blurbs by famous people, alive or 
dead, and $25 goes to novelist W.P. 
KinselIa of Calgary for the idea. The 
deadline Is January 1. Address: CanWit 
No. 18, Basks in Canada, 366 Adelaide 
S~rect East, Toronto MSZ 3X9. 

Resulta of CauWit No. 76 
BBspoNsBs ‘To our requests for plot sum- 
maries of sequels to books that pick up 
yean after the original have rearfumed 



our belief that the most easily satirized 
Canadian novel is Marian Engel’s Bear. 
The sinner is Diane M. Stuart of Van- 
ccmver. v:ho passed up such Fuzzy think- 
ing, and resumed the story of a 
Mordecai Richler hero, almost a 
quarter-century later: 

Jamb Two-Two II 
Jacob Tw~Two, chartered accountant, 
now .I0 plus 10 plus IO years old, suffers 
the strain of sharing office space with 
children’s dentist, Dr. Hood (Ed) Fang. 
En route to supervising a corporate 
mewx. Two-Two Falls prey to P horde 
of gap-toothed, bloodthlty kids. Held - 
captive in Adults’ Prison, he ls forced to 
manuFacture paint-@-number sets. 
Rescue is provided by O’Toole and 
Shapiro, members of Adult Power. (In 
reality. his siblings - he, a principal 
with the IVinnipeg Ballet; she, a Family 
Court judge.) Two-Two, .dar.ed and 
disoriented, em&es from the ordeal 
clutching a bag containing 10 pounds of 
Firm red tomatoes. 

Iio”owable mention: 

The Edible Woman tt 
Marian rMcAlpin, successful owner- 
president of Kute K&s Ltd. finds her 
life crumbling at the onset of middle 
ape. She begins to suffer amnesiac 
attacks and often finds herselfln stra”ge 
laundromats eating store-bought ginger- 
bread men. When her fourth husband 
abandons her, Marian. in a feeble 
- - 

Classified rates: $8 per line (do 
characters to the line). Deadline: first of 
the month for Issue dated followlng 
month. Address: Books In Canada Class- 
Ifled. 386 Adelaide Street East, Toronto 
M5A 3X9. Phone: (416) 383.5425. 

CULTURAL HISTORIAN Maria Tlppett 
dlscusses her prizewinnIng biography 
Emily Can I” four lecturefdlscusslons. 
Package including autographed first edl- 
tlon: 930. Four audIotapes only: $15. 
Perfect for Chrlstmas gifts. Order SFU 
Publications. Slmon Fraser Unlverslty, 
Burnaby, B.C. V5A 1% Telephone: (604) 
291-4743. 

OLD AND RARE BOOKS. Canadiana 
Catalogues. Herltage Books, 3435 6 St. 
S.W.. Calgar/, Alberta T2S 2M4 

OZ IN CANADA, A BIBLIOGRAPHY, of 
the Canadian Issu88 of the Gz books and 
other L Frank Baum, 19051931, by CJ. 
Hlnks. 1000 coplss sewn papercovers @ 
$15.00; 26 copies slgned, Ilmlted, hand- 
bound Q S50.00. Willlam Hoffer, ASAC, 
Suite 104, 570 Granvllle St;. Vancouver, 
B.C. VSC lW6 Canada. 

attempt to regain her self-esteem and 
lore some weight (she tips the scales at 
275 Ibs) makes an appointment with a 
vegetarian psycholo&. He tur”s out to 
be Duncan, Matian’s only true love.. 
They successFully iron out Marlan’s inse- 
cmities and get married. The wedding 
was IoveIy: the bride wore white, and 
there was no wedding cake. 

- Marl Carmen Hopf, Montreal 

WE EDITORS’ RECOMMEND 

THE FOUGWINO Canadian books were 
reviewed in the previous issue of Books 
in Camdu. Our recommendations don’t 
necessarily reflect the reviews: 

FICTION 
Pelpetwal Motion. by Oraeme Gibson, Me 

Clelland & Stewart. Gibson’s dramatiza- 
tion OF ihe 19th century’s preoccupation 
whh science and reason - in tkis c&e, a” 
Ontario Farmer-inventor’s obsessive 
attempts to impose his will over nature - 
is a seamless blend OF rwarch and tictio”, 
and alro his tinat work. 

NON-FICTION 
In Churl. by Jack Bat&, Macmillan. Case 

studies in the careers of 10 criminal 
lawyers. with plenty of emphasis on a- 
dote. by a refomwd lawyer and unabashed 
Fan OF the pmferrion. 

BOOKS RECBIVED 

THE FOLLOWNO Canadian books have 
been received by Books in Canada in 
recent weeks. Inclusion in this list does 
not preclude a review or notice in a 
future issue: 

- - .~._~ .,..: ‘__Li ,_._. __ .._.___ 
-;..” I;._.-.. 
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D on’t you know someone who’d love ten times a year, at such a low price: 
to receive a subscription to Books in our special Christmas gift subscription 
Canada this Christmas? Someone who rate is only $9.00. Come to think of it, 
likes to keep up with the latest develop- now may be a good time to treat yourself 
ments in Canadian literature, who enjoys to a subscription, at this same special 
good writing, incisive criticism, snappy rate. Give Books in Canada to your 
interviews, and informative columns? friends or to yourself: you’ll find us a 
Only Books in Canada provides all that, very pleasant surprise - ten times a year! 

_________-___--__--___-----__~--_~---~~-~~~~-_~~--~~~_~- ______z?z__ 

Please send one-year gift subscription at $9.00 each to My name is 
the persons listed below: 
Name Name Address 
Address Address 

Postal code 
_ Postal code Postal code 0 I too want to subscribe for 

I would Like you to send notice before Christmas of $9.00 
my gift signed from 0 My cheque is enclosed. 

Make cheques payable to: Canadian Review of q Please bill me. 

Books Ltd., 366 Adelaide St. E., Toronto M5A 3X9 




